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Catalyzing the Conversation:

STRIVE TO THRIVE

In this issue of Catalyst we ask enterprise leaders,
entrepreneurs and innovation catalysts

-"what drives your thrive?"

To be successful and shape futures, we must strive. Striving is an action verb describing
a vigorous and persistent application of intention, ability and action to effect. Strivers
achieve and accomplish and enable others to pursue and persist toward goals. Go strivers!
Organizations encourage striving because striving enables the achievement of
established organizational goals. But striving can also tamp down creative energies,

DR. MARY
MCBRIDE,
Chair and Professor
Creative Enterprise
Leadership
International Graduate
Programs Arts and
Cultural Management
and Design
Management,
Pratt School of Art

lead to unproductive struggle and generate intergroup conflict. The art of leadership is to
encourage striving while enabling thriving-to generate prosperity and flourishing for the
strivers as well as for the enterprise and its community of users. Striving without thriving
is both joyless and dangerous.
The ability to encourage both striving and thriving is an essential leadership competency,
but what does that competency look like in action?
We asked our Catalyst community to consider that question and to seek out leaders
who embody and enable thriving. We found them everywhere-in education, in the arts,
in design and community development. We offer you their insights and examples in
this issue of Designing Thriving. You will find interviews, articles, examples and case
studies. And, you will also see how we in Arts and Cultural Management and Design
Management are driving our own thrive by applying our research to catalyze innovation in
our communities.
We continue to thrive by continuing to learn together and from the world around us. This
year we went to Ireland to explore how struggle and joy have emboldened people and
enterprise to insist on cultural flourishing as well as cultural survival. And, the road rose
up to meet us with a blizzard! Sure, but, how better to stir struggle and joy than on an
emerald isle stunned with snow.

REACH OUT
Hear about our programs.
Share how you are
"Designing Thriving" and
"Leading as if Life Matters."
Join our online
conversation about
“what drives your thrive”
see pg. 52.
ACM | DM Program and
CATALYST Office
144 West 14th Street
New York, NY 10011
e: DM@Pratt.edu
ph: 212.647.7538
web: cataylstreview.net
fb: Catalyst - Leading
Creative Enterprise
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From left: Indra Nooyi,
Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of
PepsiCo; Mauro Porcini,
Chief Design Officer.

| CATALYST INTERVIEW

Mauro Porcini

PEPSICO’S CHIEF
DESIGN OFFICER ON
DIFFUSING A CULTURE
OF DESIGN-DRIVEN
INNOVATION TO
CREATE A THRIVING
ORGANIZATION
CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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M

auro Porcini is Chief Design Officer at PepsiCo - the first to hold
the position – where he oversees the diffusion of design-driven
innovation across the organization. As one of the pioneering voices helping
to elevate strategic design to the level of the C-suite, he has worked
closely with PepsiCo’s CEO, Indra Nooyi, to strengthen the corporation’s
sustainable and strategic advantage by design. In this interview, Porcini
shares how he is changing the organizational culture to be more receptive
to design, and what that means for developing and maintaining a thriving
organization. Prior to joining PepsiCo in 2012, Porcini led design at 3M,
working with their brands to produce innovation and growth through an
“experience-driven” approach. Earlier in his career, he co-founded and
owned the design firm Wisemad SrL, where he worked with clients in
the technology, multimedia and entertainment industries. Porcini is on the
Board of Directors of the Design Management Institute.

Mauro Porcini speaks in
Design Management, 2018.
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Catalyst: What are some of the lessons you have learned

I started at PepsiCo, I looked for co-conspirators inside

over the years in your role as Chief Designer within large

the organization. We assigned them to high potential

organizations?

projects where design could really make an impact and
deliver short-term results for the company. The goal was

Mauro: One of the best lessons I have learned is to pay

to create really tangible proof points.

attention to the phases of innovation. This is key for
understanding how to socialize the strategic value of

However, proof points alone are not enough. The fourth

design within any organization. When companies begin

phase of innovation is what I call the quest for confidence.

an innovation process, they often don’t even realize they

While the business world has realized design creates

need something specific and they often don’t even see

value, many organizations struggle to integrate design

design as essential to the innovation process. I would call

processes within the organization. When a company

this first phase denial.

hits a roadblock in innovation, such as timing, costs, or
manufacturing capability, they often give up. Pressured by

The second phase is when someone at the top of the

the market, they often default to lower-risk projects. Or,

organization begins to understand the innovation need.

they invest heavily in consumer research only to realize

Typically, nothing changes until the CEO grasps the need

it does not tell them what they need to do. The only way

and introduces a new team, approach, process or project

a company can truly embrace the risk-taking required for

to the organization. If this isn’t done well, it can build

innovation is to have the emotional confidence, as a leader

what I call hidden rejection. I can say this from personal

and a brand, to believe in the right thing to do. The final

experience. To your face, most of the organization will

phase of innovation spreads this emotional confidence in

claim “we are with you,” but as soon as you leave the room

a holistic awareness throughout the organization, where

they will “go back to doing serious stuff”. This behavior is

every employee becomes a part of the journey.

very dangerous, because while you think you are making
progress you are actually losing months of precious

Catalyst: Does that confidence build on some special

time. Large organizations are not patient. They give you

knowledge, expertise, or experience, and where does

months or a year to show results. So, hidden rejection and

that expertise sit in the organization?

the time it costs can put your innovation strategy at risk.
Mauro: I think design thinking can really help. Some might
The third phase can overlap with the other phases,

say the term design thinking has lost its meaning due

especially in complex organizations like PepsiCo.

to its over- or misuse, but I would argue that it has been

Innovation requires the occasional leap of faith,

absolutely essential to getting our foot in the door. Without

finding willing co-conspirators within the organization.

it CEOs and executives would never have generated any

Co-conspirators are key employees in middle management

interest in a design approach. It is up to us to use the term

who are responsible for projects, brands, businesses and

wisely. I view design thinking as a connection between

have the power to make things happen. They
need to be experienced enough and have
a level of credibility inside the organization

SOME MIGHT SAY THE TERM DESIGN

to be entrusted to take risks and do things

THINKING HAS LOST ITS MEANING DUE

differently. I would often find co-conspirators

TO ITS OVER- OR MISUSE, BUT I WOULD

in directors or presidents graduating to a new
role. They were hungry to prove themselves

ARGUE THAT IT HAS BEEN ABSOLUTELY

at their new level, and my goal was to help

ESSENTIAL TO GETTING OUR FOOT IN THE

them use design to create impact in ways
that were different from their predecessors.

DOOR. WITHOUT IT CEOS AND EXECUTIVES

Employees at the end of their career also

WOULD NEVER HAVE GENERATED ANY

make good co-conspirators, because they
have fewer inhibitions and less to lose. When

INTEREST IN A DESIGN APPROACH.
CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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An internal design team
facilitates design thinking
across the organization.

Design

EMPATHY
Thinking

They are not there every single day to fight and protect
the essence of an idea. While agencies are important, it is
critical to have an internal team that acts as the steward,
interpreter and facilitator of design thinking across the
company. This is particularly important when working

Design

PROTOTYPING
Thinking

Design

STRATEGY
Thinking

with traditionally powerful departments. Learning how to
differentiate and collaborate with Marketing, in particular,
is a requisite skill. Designers must learn to articulate the
unique strategic value they bring to the table.

empathy (deeply understanding needs and wants of
people, essentially what it’s relevant to people), strategy

equipped for this task?

(deeply understanding what it’s relevant to your business),

Mauro: I look back at my own journey as a designer.

and business (deeply understanding the business model,

When I started out, I never thought I would end up helping

manufacturing, process, and culture of the organization).

large organizations unlock their full potential through a

Let me give an example. If we discover a need in society,
and it is a good match for PepsiCo, then there is business
strategy relevance for an innovation. I can then design an
innovation to address the need in a way that makes sense
and leverages our assets, manufacturing and processes.
However, companies must also be ready culturally to
innovate or take risks. A powerful design strategy must
make sense for the business model, manufacturing,
process and company culture.
This makes it clear that you can’t simply buy design
thinking and innovation from agencies. Agencies won’t
understand the cultural depth of the organization and
are not integrated inside the processes of the company.
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culture of design. After my studies in Milan, I continued to
develop my thesis project about wearable technology and
exhibited my creations in museums such as the Louvre.
In the process, I created a name for myself by working
at the intersection of wearable technology and music
and caught the attention of 3M. When they offered me
a job, I jumped at the chance for a new adventure. I have
been able to thrive mainly due to my healthy optimism, a
relentless desire to dream big, and an openness to being
uncomfortable and learning new skills. I believe these
traits are important for every designer today.
In the field of design, it is so easy to get pigeon-holed
into a specialty. Much of this is a product of our design
education. Today, the business world needs design

D E S I G N-D R I V E N I N N OVAT I O N...A T H R I V I N G C U LT U R E

DESIGN AT THE STRATEGY TABLE—THIS IS KEY TO REAL INNOVATION.
generalists integrated into the organization. There is a

year, the global presidents of key functions, including

tendency to protect ‘creatives’ in large companies by giving

Marketing, R&D, and Sales, as well as the CEOs of North

them a contained space to indulge in their messy creative

America, Latin America, Europe and Asia meet for a week-

processes. However, the last thing designers need is to

long strategic planning meeting. Now, Design is also

isolate the value of design in an organization. Designers

at that table defining the strategy of the organization.

must start to feel comfortable connecting enterprise

Design at the strategy table -this is key to real innovation.

conversations around strategy, business, operations, and
organizational culture, and step up to the role of creative

Catalyst: How has your design leadership unsettled or

leader. Even wardrobe choices can be intentional. I dress

shifted the organizational culture at PepsiCo?

to show that I fit in but also make sure to differentiate
myself. Like brands, designers too must fit in and stand

Mauro: Design is a really powerful cultural influencer. Our

out in a well differentiated way that creates value.

ability to prototype – to propose, create and translate

Catalyst: In our programs, we elevate the conversation

to an organization culture in several ways. The first one

around design from the production of goods to a

is alignment. As an example, if a group of people are

strategic partnership that drives innovation and creates

discussing a new design for a knife, everyone will have

value. How did you introduce this mindset at PepsiCo?

a different visualization of what the knife might look like.

ideas in very concrete and tangible ways brings value

However, if I show a prototype of the knife, now suddenly
Mauro: My journey began during my ten-year tenure at

we are all aligned around the same picture. Whether it is

3M. 3M Design was born in Italy out of an initiative piloted

a sketch, a presentation, a 3D model or a wall of post-

by the Executive VP of Consumer Business Worldwide and

its, it visually clarifies what we are thinking and aligns

an Italian Executive. Six months later it was brought to

everybody around that idea. It seems obvious, but large

3M’s US headquarters, where clients such as Target were

organizations are like other complex cultures attempting

looking for mores design-focused partnerships. It was a

to innovate. People can waste time and energy due to a

perfect match between the need of the client and what

lack of clarity in the nuances and interpretations. Because

we were doing at 3M internally. I worked with the US team

of their position in the culture, different positions bring

to create design expos where the customer’s employees

different perspectives

provided early input on 3M prototypes. This helped diffuse
the value of design-based processes within 3M. The more

Staying with the analogy of the knife, the marketer might

we co-created successful product lines, such as post-its,

tell me the brand on the blade is not big enough, the

scotch tape, video projectors and many other everyday

scientist could tell me the blade is not sharp enough,

items, the more the entire organization began to embrace

or the ergonomist might tell me that the handle is

design as a partner.

not comfortable enough. That feedback is not only
constructive from a design perspective, it is culturally

Similarly, Indra Nooyi, our CEO at PepisCo understands

essential. Through the exchange of knowledge, know-

that design is about much more than the production of

how, feedback, and input from the different functions, I

goods and packaging. She was on a quest to find a strong

am cultivating the second value, co-creation.

internal design leader who could partner with senior
leadership to define what the company needed. Every

It is the designers’ responsibility to co-create and to

THE LAST THING DESIGNERS NEED IS TO ISOLATE THE VALUE OF DESIGN IN AN
ORGANIZATION. DESIGNERS MUST START TO FEEL COMFORTABLE CONNECTING
ENTERPRISE CONVERSATIONS AROUND STRATEGY, BUSINESS, OPERATIONS, AND
ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE, AND STEP UP TO THE ROLE OF CREATIVE LEADER.
CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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STRATEGIES
IN ACTION
LEAD performance by
connecting product,
sustainability, and
social purpose.
DESIGN plays a role
in spurring social and
economic development
in communities around
the world.
DELIVER value to
internal stakeholders as
well as user groups and
they will enable design
strategy.

shape tangible, good enough designs as soon as possible

company to develop a roadmap for a full redesign of the

to help marketing, R&D, and organization leaders actually

whole business portfolio.

see what is possible with our knife. But, to do this we need
to have the courage to create things even if they’re not

Catalyst: PepsiCo embraces the performance with

perfect because it empowers all the other functions in the

purpose ideal. How does this factor into your decision-

room and in the organization to co-create with us.

making and help to create a more thriving world?

Once you’ve co-created internally, prototyping can add

Mauro: Performance with purpose works in three

value by creating external worth. When you take that knife

different areas - sustainability, social purpose, and

to the consumer or to other influencers inside or outside

product. PepsiCo has shared very concrete 2025

of the company, it can help you drum up support, funding

targets with shareholders and the media, so we are very

and sponsorship. CEOs, funders and decision-makers love

committed to this. If a company’s mission is to create

toys to touch and feel as much as anyone. It is human.

a more sustainable world, from an ecological, social,

They receive requests for funding every minute of the day,

emotional and intellectual standpoint, I believe you

so to excite them with something they can touch and feel

need design. The journey to sustainability is a deeply

is very powerful. This is what I call The Power of the Shiny

human endeavor and requires people to thrive. Since

Object. I’ve seen it so many times. The first thing they’ll

designers are academically and practically trained to

ask is “how soon can we get it to market?”

deeply understand the needs and desires of humans,
I often define them as people in love with people. We

All of these different aspects work to create confidence

want to do the right thing for them. The moment you

within the organization. Every day, vertical experts in

define design only on aesthetic value, you betray what

different areas of the organization are creating with you

design is really about.

and endorsing what you are doing along the way. The
consumers also participate and give you feedback about

For that reason, I believe our social purpose is especially

what to tweak, so by the time the product gets to market,

relevant. We are advocates for people. For customers,

you feel confident you are doing the right thing.

we have worked hard to move the relationship from a
poor functional transaction to a strategic partnership.

CATALYST
INSIGHT

Catalyst: Have these new design-led processes re-

We aren’t just designing products anymore. We aspire

defined what you consider success as an organization?

to attract, engage and enliven customers in ways that

Giving ‘creatives’ a
contained space to
indulge in their messy
creative processes
only isolates them
from the rest of the
company. Find ways
to integrate them
physically as well as
strategically within
the organization.

Mauro: One thing I started to work on at 3M and continued

drink stations in stores, hotels and public spaces,

at PepsiCo was to define our ROI in design, or our return on

making a drink becomes a moment of entertainment

investment. We use a framework to help us measure the

as the customer can create any number of healthy base

course of design’s business success, including top line,

drinks and flavor combinations. At the same time, we

bottom line and market share. We don’t just look at the

are collecting that data, which will eventually lead to new

project level, but at its impact on the entire business over

customer-inspired product lines and innovations.

6

you can see, feel and measure. In our new Pepsi Spire

an average of three years. Imagine if Apple had one good
product and packaging in a mediocre portfolio, the full

These designs not only promote co-creation. They

experience of the Apple brand wouldn’t be as we know it

also prioritize the experience of joy, pleasure, wonder,

today. So, it is not enough to measure what three designers

and play in our relationship with the customer. By

are doing. You have to measure what the company is doing

tapping into these emotional dimensions, we can more

with the three designers. Design is intricately connected

meaningfully connect with people on a human level

to brand equity, customer engagement, the speed and

and in ways that enrich their lives. Helping PepsiCo

success rate of innovation, and the cost of goods and

design for thriving, a corporation that reaches billions of

processes. When you try to detach it, you betray the very

people in almost every country on the planet, is a richly

nature of design. This requires a commitment from the

rewarding journey to be on.

CATALYST | LEADING CREATIVE ENTERPRISE

From improving products to
empowering people around
the world and protecting the
planet, PepsiCo is increasing
its efforts to contribute
solutions towards shared
challenges.
Photos Courtesy of:
PepsiCo Inc.

IF A COMPANY’S MISSION IS TO CREATE A MORE SUSTAINABLE WORLD, FROM AN ECOLOGICAL,
SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL AND INTELLECTUAL STANDPOINT, I BELIEVE YOU NEED DESIGN. THE JOURNEY
TO SUSTAINABILITY IS A DEEPLY HUMAN ENDEAVOR AND REQUIRES PEOPLE TO THRIVE.

CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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BEYOND GOODS
Securing livelihoods together with women artisans around the globe.
| CATHERINE SHIMONY

We are designing ways to alleviate poverty through the use of market forces...Working with
strong grassroots organizations who are really making a difference and bringing about
positive, sustainable social change while addressing social justice.— CATHERINE SHIMONY
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BEYOND GOODS

I

n 2005, my co-founder Joan Shifrin and I set out to incorporate
marginalized women and their communities into the global economy by
launching Global Goods Partners (GGP), a not-for-profit social enterprise.
GGP addresses poverty alleviation by creating the infrastructure to
enable increasing numbers of women around the world to reliably earn fair
living wages through craft production. We currently work with more than
40 artisan partners in 20 countries and provide training to our partners and
the women with whom they work, to produce handcrafted products that
appeal to consumers in developed markets.

As international development professionals , Joan and

Today, thousands of customers purchase products

I understood the importance of economic inclusion

from the Global Goods Partners website as well as

and the need to address key components of women’s

from hundreds of retail stores in the US and overseas.

economic insecurity in order to bring about lasting
and positive change. We chose to focus our efforts on

We are often asked what differentiates GGP from other

the artisan sector, the second largest employer in the

brands. The foremost distinction between GGP and

Global South after agriculture, worth over $32 billion

the many other worthy initiatives in the handmade

every year.1

sector is our operating model. Our leadership

Catherine Lieber
Shimony
Shimony is co-founder
of Global Goods Partners
and former director of
international programs at
American Jewish World
Service. Catherine is a
member of the Council
on Foreign Relations,
a commissioner for
the Women’s Refugee
Commission and a
board member for the
Brotherhood-SisterSol.
She received an MA from
Johns Hopkins University
SAIS and a BA from the
University of Michigan.
Below: Guatemalan artisan from
cooperative, Mayan Hands,
weaving on a loom.

OUR COLLECTIVE SUCCESS DEPENDS
ON SELLING PRODUCT. ON THIS
MEASURE, GOOD DESIGN IS NOT
ONLY THE KEY ELEMENT; IT DRIVES
OUR MARKET SUCCESS.

CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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BEYOND GOODS

Carved cow horns,
Uganda.

Jewelry (bangles) from war bombs,
plane parts & aluminum scraps, Laos.

STRATEGIES
IN ACTION

approach centers on forging partnerships with locally

management, operations and logistics support. We

founded and operated women-led organizations and

also offer small financial grants for capacity building

LEAD by creating
enterprise that enables
enterprise in/by others.

established fair trade artisan groups. We specifically

and community development projects.

MANAGE to create
market advantage that
also advantages people.

work with those organizations seeking market access,
operating knowledge and production capacity that

GGP’s success is intrinsically tied to our partners’

will provide long-term stability and income for women

success. And, while there are other important social

artisans in their communities. GGP provides these

and economic indicators to consider when evaluating

groups with design and technical assistance, business

the efficacy of global development projects, our

PARTNER to amplify
the impact and share
strengths.

Dosti means “Friendship”

Handmade, fair trade soccer balls, Afghan.
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Felt flowers using ancient techniques, Nepal.

60 Artisan
groups

Jenn Wong, Director of Product Development and Design

In more than
20 countries

Artisan Journeys to Thriving in Cambodia
In Cambodia, Friends International aims to reduce the number of
children living or working on the streets by providing stable jobs
and sufficient income to their parents. Extreme poverty takes
children out of school and forces them into unprotected street
labor, where they are at risk for HIV/AIDS, violence, trafficking
and prostitution. Parents who earn a fair living wage can provide
for their children and keep them in school.

Backpack, wallets and more,
made from recycled tire.

“I am very happy to have a job and to know that my daughter is attending
school and has the chance for a bright future. She no longer has to beg on
the streets.” – THOL CHANTHA
Friends International directly helps 1,800 children and families through artisan employment,
and supports 20,000 at-risk children through outreach programs.

collective success depends on selling product. On this

where we work, the availability of certain raw materials

measure, good design is not only the key element; it

places limitations on design. When, for example, local

also drives our market success.

markets have only a few solid fabric options for a

throughout Asia,
Africa and the
Americas, helping
to design and bring
to market the fair
trade, handcrafted
products they
produce.
Each artisan that
creates products
for GGP earns
reliable, fair living
wages and gains
experience that can
add benefit to all
aspects of her life.

group of embroiders, we work to create a cohesive line
Our in-house designer, Jenn Wong, leads the design

of products that showcases the group’s artistry while

methodology and product development process

at the same time delivering a market-ready collection

for GGP. Jenn works closely with artisans to create

with strong appeal to US customers. Jenn’s design

designs that complement their traditional skill sets,

leadership and resourcefulness is critical to GGP’s

techniques and motifs. In nearly every community

sales and our success.

CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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BEYOND GOODS

Beaded warrior bracelet.
Arusha, Tanzania.

CATALYST
INSIGHT
Co-creating with our
partners on good design
not only drives market
success; it also ensures
the longevity of our
partnerships and the
quality of opportunity
for our partner
communities.

Yet, Jenn readily acknowledges, “I am not only the

Like the adage about first impressions, products do

trainer. I am also the student.” Following a visit to

not often get a second chance to make an impact

Guatemala last year, Jenn recounted that “The women

on a potential customer in our increasingly visual

[artisans] demonstrated techniques and skills handed

world. Good design—visually and intrinsically--is

down from their mothers and their mothers’ mothers.

absolutely critical to market growth. Good design

They taught me about their land, their native tongue,

coupled with effective leadership and enterprise

their family, and what’s expected of them. They shared

management along with resources are key to GGP’s

their hopes and dreams for the future; I would listen,

ability to advance our mission on behalf of women

envision and design this future with them.”

and their families around the world.

SHOP | globalgoodpartners.org

RESOURCES:
1 Alliance for Artisan Enterprise
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Koala Friends mobile hand-knit by Naguska
from locally sourced materials, Peru.
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Artisan Journeys to Thriving in Guatemala
Mayan Hands is a Fair Trade, non-profit organization that partners
with Mayan women weavers to help bring their families out of extreme
poverty while continuing to live within their traditional communities.
In Guatemalan society, sexism is prevalent, and Mayan women are
the most disadvantaged group. Most women weavers are deprived of
education, are illiterate, and thus expected to stay at home. However,
things are beginning to change, and some women are earning
income, giving them new opportunities to thrive. Mayan Hands foster
these opportunities by providing resources like scholarships, school
supplies, potable water, and medical support, all while preserving the
3000-year-old tradition of back strap loom weaving.

“For us, production is very hard but we have a very solid
dream and that’s what keeps us going. My dream is to have
a house of my own and for my son to be healthy. Every
woman here has a dream and that’s what brings us together,
because we all want to change our families’ situation,”
—SAYS SANTOS, GUATEMALAN COMMUNITY LEADER.
Women artisans have found success in their artistry by creating market demand
through design ingenuity. Specifically, GGP has uniquely connected the artistry
of women from different countries with high-quality production and design.
For example, GGP combined the exquisite Khamak embroidery from Kandahar,
Afghanistan with a fashionable gold-plated cuff made in Bogotá, Colombia. Artisans
from both countries face hardships, stemming from oppressive poverty, gender and
economic inequality. This is just one example, but in order to keep pace with the
rapidly changing fashion trends and growing demands of the market, GGP must
continue to co-create innovative design processes and products together with our

Weekender bag and luggage tag,
handwoven by loom, and finished
with leather details, Sololá,
Guatemala.

artisan partners.
Design ingenuity is not straightforward and can be a lengthy process, requiring ongoing conversations with partners about
international market expectations. For example, some of our partners in Cambodia were hesitant to adapt to the demands
of the international customer, specifically those of quality control, inventory management, wholesale pricing, efficient
exporting and design.
GGP has worked closely with local leaders and artisans in varying communities to share the framework of design as
an essential element of a sustainable and thriving overseas business. Eventually, the communities embraced the new
framework of design as an instrument to thrive in an international market.

CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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A LENS ON
KWEIGHBAYE KOTEE’S
BRAND OF THRIVING
An immigrant’s experience brings cultural diversity to an industry and a community.
| ARTICLE ADAPTED FROM A CATALYST INTERVIEW WITH KWEIGHBAYE KOTEE

Above: Kweighbaye Kotee
Right: Award-winning
screening at 2017 BFF.
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K

weighbaye Kotee is someone who isn’t afraid of challenges. To her, the idea of “thriving” is all
about breaking out of our comfort zones. Fleeing from Liberia to the US as a child in the 1980s

was a transformative experience that both empowered Kotee and made her embrace change. Now, she
passionately champion the challenge of inclusivity in all forms, and in particular on screen. In 2007, Kotee
founded the Bushwick Film Festival (BFF) as a platform to create a diverse collective of ﬁlmmakers and
audiences and to nurture a thriving community. Reflective of how Kotee herself was able to become a
trailblazer through her own life experiences, the BFF is designed to provide opportunities for people to tap
into their own inner strengths, move through adversity and develop the capacity for creative expression.
CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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A LENS ON THRIVING

When asked what adversity means to her,
Kotee smiles. “Growth and strength,” she
replies. Kotee was forced to face adversity
early on in life. It began when her family
escaped the Liberian Civil War in search of
a better future. Her parents landed in East
Orange, New Jersey, taking on any jobs
available, working hard to build a new life for
their family. This unsettling time instilled in
young Kotee a sense of hope, dignity, and
perseverance as her parents inspired her to
strive for the best. In middle school, Kotee
applied for The Wight Foundation scholarship
program and was accepted to Blair Academy,
one of the most prestigious boarding schools
in the country. While there, she was exposed
to new opportunities, and noted the stark
difference between the academic life she
shared with her classmates at Blair and the
community she knew back home in Newark.

Kweighbaye Introducing a Film at Lightspace Studios.

This sense of duality is a recurring theme in Kotee’s

filmmaking into a vehicle for inspiration, optimism,

life journey. She has learned to strike a balance

and connection, as a means of uniting the divided

between the two major influences in her life, honoring

Brooklyn community.

her Liberian roots and modest upbringing, while also
identifying with the growing opportunities around her.

Today, the Bushwick Film Festival is considered one

When she moved to Bushwick in 2007, Kotee saw the

of Brooklyn’s most influential cinematic events for

drastic changes threatening the historic neighborhood.

its contribution to the borough’s cultural, artistic, and

Waves of gentrification were taking over often at the

economic growth. It stands apart from other festivals

expense of the lower income immigrant families and

like Tribeca and Sundance because it is built from

artist communities who had helped to develop the

the fabric of the community in Northern Brooklyn.

area. It was distressing to watch mom & pop stores

The festival works to carefully leverage its growing

close down. “There was a growing tension that felt

influence to give back to the under-resourced parts of

familiar. I related to both sides of Bushwick and tried

the community.

to think of opportunities to engage both worlds.”
Since its inception, the Bushwick Film Festival has

BFF Spotlight from the
Red Carpet 2017.
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Kotee’s deep connection to her neighborhood’s

showcased the works of over 500 filmmakers, most

struggles sparked a new idea. While attending

of them Brooklyn and New York-based, as well as the

the Tribeca Film Festival in Lower Manhattan she

work of international filmmakers from 40 countries

reconnected to a familiar feeling of enchantment with

across the globe. With so many films – a record-

movies. As a child, films helped her imagine a life of

breaking 1,000 submissions in 2018 alone – program

endless possibility. They fed her own explorations of

organizers undergo a diligent process to select and

cultural, social, and economic identity and uncertainty.

invite approximately 100 filmmakers to screen their

Believing everyone deserves access to possibilities,

films at the festival. Festival winners and runners-

Kotee asked herself, “Why don’t we create something

up in Best Narrative Feature, Best Documentary

like this in Bushwick?” This inspired her to turn

Feature, Best Short Film and Best Web Series are

CATALYST | LEADING CREATIVE ENTERPRISE

Left: Kweighbaye instructing
youth filmmakers on a
documentary film shoot.

AS A CHILD, FILMS HELPED HER IMAGINE A LIFE OF ENDLESS POSSIBILITY. THEY
FED HER OWN EXPLORATIONS OF CULTURAL, SOCIAL, AND ECONOMIC IDENTITY
AND UNCERTAINTY.

Left and above: Stills from
‘Journey to Her Dream’ a
youth-created short film
produced by Kweighbaye
and PopSugar.

BELIEVING EVERYONE DESERVES ACCESS TO POSSIBILITIES, KOTEE ASKED HERSELF,
“WHY DON’T WE CREATE SOMETHING LIKE THIS IN BUSHWICK?” THIS INSPIRED
HER TO TURN FILMMAKING INTO A VEHICLE FOR INSPIRATION, OPTIMISM, AND
CONNECTION, AS A MEANS OF UNITING THE DIVIDED BROOKLYN COMMUNITY.
CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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A LENS ON THRIVING

Above the BFF Film awards
Right: BFF panel discussion with
full auditorium of participants.

BUSHWICK
FILM FESTIVAL
takes place annually in
the fall, with 40+ events
over 5 days. Since its
launch in 2007:

3000+ Attendees
40 Countries

awarded sponsorship packages, as well as access to

pitched for funding from developers doing work in

industry executives, audiences, and other networking

her neighborhood to sponsor the film festival. Later

opportunities. Over the course of the 5-day festival

she created additional arts and cultural programs for

weekend, festival attendees share their love of cinema

other organizations in order to further support the

with fellow supporters of the arts, the festival provides

community. To date, she has helped to source over

a chance to celebrate culture, diversity, and community.

$400,000 of funding for arts, culture, and community
programs that support under-resourced areas in North

Not only does the Bushwick Film Festival attract

Brooklyn. Learning to navigate the local tensions

Brooklyn’s – and the world’s – most diverse filmmakers,

between new businesses, developers, and politics

represented

it also conducts year-round events and filmmaking

to her advantage, she continues to create innovative

400

workshops. By bringing independent film and art

ways to ensure the community is better resourced and

education to the community, the festival connects

engaged at all levels.

Filmmakers
work showcased
50% of films are
directed by women,
50% of films have a
female lead, and
30% of films are
directed by person
of color.
To learn more:
bushwickfilmfestival.com
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local residents to new experiences of exposure,
expression, and enriched learning, while introducing

Kotee’s creative leadership efforts in Bushwick have

a greater diversity of voices and perspectives into the

since extended beyond the Bushwick Film Festival.

cultural milieu.

“I think about my commitment to this community. A lot
of people here don’t get the opportunity to go to college

There were challenges to expanding the BFF and

and struggle with finding job opportunities, so I wanted

developing these programs, of course. Still, Kotee

to learn how to be more involved. I wanted to address

was able to overcome barriers and push forward even

the politics of division and steward a culture of learning,

when resources were scarce. A few years ago, when

to create opportunities for all residents.” Kotee joined

thinking of sustainable ways to push the festival

the local community board, built relationships with

forward, she decided to think unconventionally and

council members and stakeholder organizations, and

CATALYST | LEADING CREATIVE ENTERPRISE

engaged with schools and community centers to better

By collaborating with students to produce film

grasp how she could be of service to the community.

projects, community screenings, and other film
related initiatives, the Institute hopes to demystify

Kotee’s latest project launching this year, The

an industry that might otherwise feel out-of-reach.

Bushwick Film Institute, will act as a non-profit branch

As more diverse youth document their stories and

of the Bushwick Film Festival. Its focus is to teach

the stories around them, an emerging generation

and mentor young adults about the art and craft of

of filmmakers will begin to produce new dreams

filmmaking in areas such as screenwriting, direction,

and unveil new narratives. With Kotee’s strategic

production, set design, lighting, and sound. Kotee’s

vision, they will no doubt succeed at integrating

aim is to encourage youth from diverse backgrounds

the concept of “thriving” into the storyline of their

to see the film industry as a viable professional

beloved Bushwick.

CATALYST
INSIGHT
“If you want to go
fast–go alone. If
you want to far–go
together.”
–AFRICAN PROVERB

STRATEGIES
IN ACTION

pathway and a way to express their creative talents.

AS MORE DIVERSE YOUTH DOCUMENT THEIR STORIES AND
THE STORIES AROUND THEM, AN EMERGING GENERATION OF
FILMMAKERS WILL BEGIN TO PRODUCE NEW DREAMS AND
UNVEIL NEW NARRATIVES FOR THEIR LIVES.

LEAD change–nothing
stays the same.
USE your life
experience to inform
your work.
GIVE BACK
to move forward.

CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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Puerto Rico

CREATIVE
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

REIMAGINING RESILIENCE
| DYANIS DE JESÚS

T

he recent climate disasters in the Caribbean call for creative and innovative approaches
to building economic, environmental and social resilience. Increasingly constrained
governments alone cannot solve these challenges. My work gives me the opportunity to
experience ﬁrst-hand the audacity of a new generation of creative entrepreneurs. These
entrepreneurs are ready to take on our most pressing challenges. As co-founder of the
initiative Puerto Rico Creative Economy, I’ve been working since 2011 to advocate about
the importance of creative industries. These industries and strategic alliances are essential
for economic development, education, research and social impact.

Our work influences public policy, and in 2014 Puerto
Rico made official its first Creative Industries Law.
Most recently, in 2016-2017, I immersed myself in
research into Latin American and the Caribbean in a
collaboration with the Inter-American Development
Bank in Washington D.C. We examined the positive role
of creative entrepreneurship in solving big problems with
big ideas on the region. This resulted in the publication
that I co-authored, Orange Economy, which aims to shift
the way we think about creativity in business and the
impact that can be made by designing triple bottom line
Orange Economy Innovations
you may not know were
from Latin America and the
Carribean. To lean more:
iadb.org/orange-economy.
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strategies which enable wealth creation and cultural
thriving and produce positive returns for both society
and environments. This is precisely where leadership

The story of disaster in Puerto Rico is a long one,
beginning well before category five Hurricane María
struck the small Island in 2017. It is rooted in the Island’s
history, first as a Spanish colony and later on as an
“unincorporated territory” of the United States as the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. This sequence of events
forced the country to develop amidst many political and
economic constraints, the weight of which continues to
loom over the nation in the form of a $73 billion debt.
This article does not intend to examine this history.
It focuses on the story of our people and our ability to
reinvent ourselves using the resources that we have in
abundance–our ideas and our creativity.

and creativity can help to catalyze a new kind of

Despite Puerto Rico’s crumbling political and economic

sustainable prosperity.

stature, there are signs of progress. At its core Puerto

CATALYST | LEADING CREATIVE ENTERPRISE

Rico, a 100 by 35-mile territory of glorious landscapes.

statistics are heartbreaking. Of the 70,000 people

It has a population with strength and soul. Puerto

who requested temporary plastic roofs in September,

Ricans possess an unlikely sense of pride and unity

less than 25,000 had received them by December

given the circumstances of our conflicted history. This

2017. Electricity restoration rates continue to hover

can only be attributed to our very own culture, the

at 86%, and the Puerto Rico Department of Agriculture

strong traditions that have shaped us and the big heart

estimates that 80% of the crops were lost.

and wittiness of our people. Beyond anything, Puerto
Ricans foster resilience in the face of adversity. A reality

Despite an orchestrated local and United States

passed down and perfected over many generations, it

government recovery plan, including support from

has surfaced again in the recovery process from this

the Federal Emergency Government Agency (FEMA),

natural disaster.

emergency and recovery efforts were not sufficient

Images courtesy Flickr CC:
Background, NASA satellite
captures the hurricane
over Puerto Rico; above
left photo by Lorie Shaull,
photographer and native
Puerto Rican; above right,
Puerto Rico National Guard.

and did not reach those most in need. Not surprisingly,
The aftermath of the hurricane massive damages to

the Puerto Rican civil society itself, both on and off the

the electrical and built infrastructure, as well as land

island, is creating the largest impact to date. One such

and flora. Over five months after the event, hundreds

person, a Board Member of Resilient Power Puerto

of thousands of people on the Island still live without

Rico, Terrasa-Soler raises important questions for

electricity or without a roof over their heads. The

the future:
CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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SC TROERAYT ITVI TE LEE N T R E P R E N E U R S H I P

STRATEGIES
IN ACTION
LEAD to enable others
to develop agency and
ability.
CREATE tools that
can be shared and
used, and re-shared
and re-used.

How can we live better in the Caribbean, which
besides its beauty and generosity for life,
carries significant and surprising risks?
How can we design its built environment to be
better prepared for the next climate event?

electric kits to each municipality and create a cooperative
model for community installation of solar hubs on
central plazas. By 2021, the focus will be promoting solar
electric energy to every household on the Island.
RPPR’s for-profit and non-profit operations model thrives
on the interconnectedness of their own practice and the

How can we design systems to be better
prepared for an unexpected loss of electricity?

DEVELOP strategies
for resilient more
collaborative and
sustainable change.

CATALYST
INSIGHT
Design beyond
emergency.
Use a moment in crisis
to catalyze community
agency and create
collective opportunity for
deeper transformation.
Left: RPPR building
energy resilience.
Right: The Puerto Rico
National Guard.
Inset: Eco-Kit’s emergency
relief item.
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well-being of society at large. This comes with a deep
sense of responsibility, ownership, and humility. As the
RPPR team stated, “The post-Hurricane María experience

Many ground up initiatives attempting to answer these

has made us grow as individuals and professionals.

questions share one important common denominator –

It made us all rethink our role in Puerto Rican society,

a capacity to think beyond emergency and use a moment

including the role we may play as architects. To

in crisis to create opportunity for deeper transformation.

understand the hidden connections and fundamental

The list is as long and varied as the efforts themselves,

needs is key knowledge for any designer and these

but below are a few of the small and mighty efforts with

are only acquired through experience, sometimes

the potential to move a country forward.

overcoming extreme conditions that life may bring us.”
RPPR’s long-term vision is to develop an island-wide

SOLAR POWER TO THE PEOPLE

workforce capable of growing the green economy and

Resilient Power Puerto Rico (RPPR) launched within

bringing a better quality of life to its people.

hours following the hurricane as an effort to address
the vulnerabilities of the island’s existing electricity

WASTE VS. ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

infrastructure. Co-founded by architects Jonathan

Founded by sustainable designer and actress, Aris

Marvel, Cristina Roig-Morris, and Walter Meyer, along with

Mejías, along with artists and activists Yaraní del Valle,

Board Member José J. Terrasa-Soler, the team promotes

Isabel Gandía and Jeca Rodríguez Eco-Kit Puerto Rico

solar and clean energy solutions for both immediate relief

offers a curated set of emergency relief items to empower

and long-term disaster-preparedness. In the critical days

individuals and grass-roots organizations in the recovery

following the storm’s devastation, RPPR installed mobile

process. A guide accompanies tools, such as solar

solar-electric systems targeting the hardest-hit remote

battery banks for recharging electric devices, manually

communities. Since then, the team works to deliver solar-

chargeable radios, compact gas stoves, collapsible

CATALYST | LEADING CREATIVE ENTERPRISE

coolers, solar lamps, and manually chargeable flash

after the hurricane, Tara was faced with a choice - invest in

lights to share valuable information about emergency

funds to re-open, or support the local agriculture system

preparedness in one central place.

itself. The natural disaster left the Island even more
dependent on food imports, so Tara chose to rally multiple

There is a larger sustainability vision behind the kit as well

organizations with similar missions as a collaborative

that hopes to inspire a larger movement. As Aris Mejías

unit under the Puerto Rico Resiliency Fund. Together, they

states, “Ever since I was a little girl, my parents made

are working with over 200 farming projects in an effort

picking trash a part of our beach days. This principle

to establish a healthy local food economy and develop

greatly influences my work, as I try to mitigate the

sustainable agriculture for the long term food security

waste that relief efforts can generate in an already taxed

of Puerto Rico. She is currently acquiring a farm that will

environment on the Island.” Eco-Kit is helping Puerto

become her innovation lab for her food-related endeavors

Rico thrive again by turning into a long term educational

and makes a call to students and professional designers

platform with a local lens on topics like local weather-

to join the effort. em: Tara@AmericasforConservation.org

related emergency preparedness, waste mitigation, and
environmental sustainability.

Now more than ever, we are in dire need of creativity and
a good dose of imagination for innovative solutions to old

LONG TERM FOOD SECURITY

and new challenges. Per Albert Einstein’s famous words,

Developing a more sustainable local food system was a

“We cannot solve problems by using the same kind of

mission for designer and restaurant owner Tara Rodriguez

thinking we used to create them.” Innovation may seem

Besosa long before the hurricane. Her restaurant

like a grandiose concept, but it is simply about changing

Departamento de la Comida, facilitates the exchange of

what is not working and proposing new ways of doing

information, social networks and more importantly, food

things. It starts with every one of us and our individual

itself to strengthen a vital agro-ecological movement

impetus to thrive.

in Puerto Rico. “The business model of my restaurant
is based on local agriculture, but beyond it is about

In Puerto Rico, these change-makers are proving how

improving our overall food culture. I want to foster a more

new models of value creation and thriving are possible.

direct connection with our food.”

I bet on them, and the awakening of civil society to
continue a movement of ideas that will allow us to

Tara thrives by driving her mission forward in the face of

recover with resilience for the long term. Creativity is our

challenges. With the temporary closure of her restaurant

unlimited resource to make that happen.

CATALYSTREVIEW.NET

Dyanis De Jesús
(Alumni DM, 2013)
De Jesús is a creative
strategy consultant
with two decades of
experience ranging from
business development
and innovation to
creative services. Her
work is rooted in a triple
bottom line approach,
equally considering
social, cultural, and
environmental factors in
business. An advocate
for the purpose and
creative economies
as key contributors to
sustainable prosperity.
DyanisDeJesus.com
Left to right: Agro-ecological
movement in Puerto Ricoc.
Images courtesy of El
Departamento De La Comida.
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SAVORING
THE EXPERIENCE
OF LIFE AND
COMMUNITY
Restaurateur/Entrepreneur Catherine May on
planting seeds of care to create a thriving enterprise
and a thriving community.
| YEON JEE AND XINYI TANG
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SAVORING THE EXPERIENCE

C

linton Hill— We visited local restaurateur, Catherine May, to hear
her story. Catherine is a Brooklyn neighbor leading a creative
enterprise that is values-driven. Catherine leads as if life matters. She
reminds us that bite by bite we need to savor our lives and celebrate our
relationship with each other and our shared world. Her world, Maison May,
is designed to represent and enable a way of living. It offers simple,
beautiful and seasonal local ingredients and much food for thought!

Catherine May
May was born in
Provence, France.
She moved to NYC in
the 90’s and opened
a restaurant that was
the 1st Farm to Table
in Brooklyn. In 2016,
she opened a second
location and began was
to express her vision
more fully.

Far left: Catherine, founder
and owner of Maison
May, putting the finishing
touches on a wedding.
dessert table.
Right: Private celebratory
dinner at Maison May
Vanderbilt.

Maison May was born in 2004 near the Pratt campus in a

May articulates that philosophy through her relationship

changing Brooklyn. Catherine had a clear entrepreneurial

with the “family”, the restaurant’s employees, suppliers,

and personal vision. She wanted to design an experience

and customers. She believes that taking good care of the

that would build community and enable the community

lives she touches is key to cultivating a thriving business

to access locally sourced, sustainably produced food.

and designing a gathering place for community.

Voila, Maison May became one of the first farm-to-table
restaurants in Brooklyn.

As we enter Maison May, we are transported into a cozy
welcoming friend’s home. Time becomes irrelevant.

May’s values are the fundamental driving force of her

For May, “Maison May is a home to feel rooted and at

business. For May, thriving means remembering what’s

ease, a place where people can connect and celebrate

important—it’s about living everyday- thriving every day.

life together.” When asked about the most rewarding
CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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SAVORING THE EXPERIENCE

“M AISON MAY IS A HOME
TO FEEL ROOTED AND
AT EASE, A PLACE WHERE
PEOPLE CAN CONNECT AND
CELEBRATE LIFE TOGETHER.”
— CATHERINE MAY

STRATEGIES
IN ACTION
LEAD to breathe life in
your community.
THINK global act local.
Make change wherever
life locates you.
SUPPORT your local
community and its
creative enterprises.
CHAMPION the risk
takers and change
makers and you thrive.
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moment in her journey, May remembers late night

running the other way around.” We laugh and share the

upon walking into the restaurant seeing the place alive

laughter and, for a moment, the running and the traffic

with deep conversations. “The energy was incredible,

stop. This is the feeling of Maison May.

everybody was talking to everybody.” She adds,
“Fostering a community, sharing food, sharing laughs,

In the 1990s, Catherine ran against the traffic. She

sharing dreams—those are things that cannot be bought

was a being a trailblazer. Shaping a farm-to-table

but have great value.”

restaurant meant discovering what that meant for
Brooklyn, defining how to do it, designing space, place

The life of an entrepreneur is not easy. But May thrives

and processes and delivering superb quality. It meant

on challenge and enjoys the learning that comes with

managing uncertainty and challenge. It was not an

leading values-driven work. She uses her running

easy task to find like-minded business partners and

experience as a metaphor. “I run a lot. Sometimes I run

suppliers. Along the way, she realized that nurturing

against the traffic. I often feel this is the story of my

a meaningful relationship with all her business

life. To me, it would make more sense if the traffic were

stakeholders was, not only necessary, but also highly
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Maison May’s food and drink:
We know where it comes
from, and make sure that all
are taking care along the way.
We are gratuity free, We take
care of all the people who
work for us.
All of our homes (“maisons”)
are built so you can feel
rooted and at ease. A
touchstone you can always
return to.

CATALYST
INSIGHTS:

“F OR ME, BUSINESS HAS THE “FLESH” IN IT BECAUSE
IT IS ABOUT BEING HUMAN. IT IS MADE BY PEOPLE
FOR PEOPLE…MY BUSINESS GROWS AND AGES. IT
HAS ITS GOOD DAYS AND BAD DAYS. IT MATURES.
SO, IF I’M THRIVING, MY BUSINESS IS THRIVING,
AND MY CUSTOMERS ARE THRIVING.” — CATHERINE MAY

“Men have a disproportionate
share of power in the
restaurant world for a
whole host of reasons —
male-dominated networks,
male-centric kitchens, men’s
preference for investing
in other men...In a 2015
book about the multifarious
obstacles facing female
chefs, Taking the Heat,
Harris and co-author Patti
Giuffre dedicate an entire
chapter to media bias”
–M EGHAN MCCARREN, EATER,
OP-ED, MAY 2018

rewarding. May describes it as “planting the seeds.”

to a more fulfilling life. In addition to locally sourced
food, Maison May started featuring artisanal and fair-

She was reminded of the importance of planting those

trade objects and in 2016 opened a second location

seeds when on a recent trip to Paris she was met with

right around the corner. There will be more local

dismissive, irritated vendors who were disturbed when

handcrafted merchandise including a Maison May

she asked about the origins of their wares. It reminded

cookbook with thought-provoking recipes

her of her own early struggles and the challenge of
asking farmers about the source of their crops and how

May is a mother as well as an entrepreneur. She grounds

they were grown.

herself in the experience of being a female entrepreneur
raising two sons. “For me, business has the “flesh” in it

Vision and patience are necessary and values sustain

because it is about being human. It is made by people

when challenges occur. May continues to follow her

for people…my business grows and ages. It has its good

instinctive guidance. She fully believes that knowing the

days and bad days. It matures. So, if I’m thriving, my

source of what we consume empowers and leads us

business is thriving, and my customers are thriving.”
CATALYSTREVIEW.NET

Nurturing a meaningful
relationship with
stakeholders - suppliers,
customers, employees is, not only necessary,
but also highly
rewarding. A thriving
business is about taking
good care of the lives
you touch.
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UPLIFTING
THROUGH ART
A digital platform empowers artists living with homelessness
and disability to create, sell, connect and thrive.
| EDWIN KUO
“Any human will blossom in a hundred unexpected talents and
capacity simply given the opportunity to do so.” —DORIS LESSING

L

iz Powers has dedicated her life to empowering
others through art as a co-founder and leader of
ArtLifting. Liz surrounded herself with art from an
early age. She took her passion with her as she began
a career in social work at the age of 18, finding ways
to interweave art into her practice even before she
realized its business potential. She recounted, “when
I did volunteer casework in college many of my
clients who were homeless or had disabilities told
me they felt lonely. I decided to create art groups
in shelters as a way to help combat this common
feeling of loneliness.” As her career progressed at
various shelters and disability centers, she would
frequently find residents’ art pieces strewn in dark
closets or forgotten in basements. Thanks to her art
background, Powers recognized the quality of the
art and the untapped power of artistic expression
for healing in marginalized communities.
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Art’s capacity to fulfill human needs inspired Liz
and her brother Spencer to co-found ArtLifting in
2013. Organized as a for-profit social enterprise
benefit corporation, ArtLifting is a purpose-driven
organization that gives handicapped and homeless
artists a platform to share and sell their artwork. Liz
Powers believes that thriving comes from people’s
ability “to have the freedom to be happy and express
themselves.” In working with these communities,
people would often say, “Liz, I want an opportunity, not
a handout.” Opportunity is the motivator of the human
spirit. ArtLifting not only values and enables creative
expression, it allows artists to find economic success
through their own merit. Presenting and showcasing
their work at a national level, artists receive 55% of the

Liz Powers
is a leader and
co-founder and Chief
Happiness Spreader at
ArtLifting, a business
that empowers
artists impacted by
homelessness and
disabilities. She has
worked with homeless
individuals for the last
decade. Liz is a serial
social entrepreneur who
has received multiple
grants and awards for
her work. She was
awarded the “Unsung
Heroine Award” in the
Massachusetts State
House and Forbes “30
Under 30.” Liz has been
featured on the TODAY
Show, New York Times,
CBS, ABC, and the
Washington Post.
profit from the sale of their art. Creating an economic

to Maslow, humans must fulfill a set of needs to

path to independence empowers the artist, but not all

achieve a level of self-actualization that unlocks a

value is economic.1

deeper understanding of self and creative expression.
Maslow’s work has been used as a framework for

Powers believes that, “True dignity is found when

personal growth and to develop successful cultures

people feel valued and recognized. Many need a nudge

within organizations to enable thriving.

and an opportunity in order for their creative talents
to be seen.” She aims to instill a sense of confidence

Powers recognized the connection between art

and courage and works to enable people to overcome

and organizational culture early on and seized the

the disequilibrium in their lives through the sale of

opportunity to sell much of its art through partnerships

something they love to create. The profound impact

with corporate clients. Organizations are eager to work

that ArtLifting has on people can be visualized with

with ArtLifting, as they experience the direct correlation

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. Psychologist, Abraham

and benefit of art to worker productivity. Studies have

Maslow presented his influential pyramid in his 1943

shown that workers are 17% more productive when

paper, A Theory of Human Motivation. According

they work in enriched spaces designed for people.

CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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UPLIFTING THROUGH ART

Edwin Kuo
(DM 2012)
Connected to both rightand left-brain thinking,
Edwin is a project
manager and design
strategist leading to
operationalize creativity
and design to shape a
better world.

According to Google real estate project executive John

people can relate better to one another. According

Moran, Google developed the Art@Google program to

to Powers, “art can activate a thriving culture by

“create amazing work environments and experiences

creating connections among people who don’t

that help Googlers perform at their best every day.” An

normally interact, and to communities that largely

early ArtLifting partner, Google identified what a joint

remain invisible. It helps create empathy. It gives you

survey from the Business Committee for the Arts and the

a viewpoint to understand someone else’s perspective

International Association for Professional Art Advisors

and to learn their story.” By connecting viewers to

revealed in a 2003 survey - that art in the workplace

the life journeys of people living with homelessness

reduces stress, increases creativity, and encourages

or disability, ArtLifting becomes a touch point to our

communication and the sharing of opinions.2

greater humanity. It connects us all to our deeply
human need for dignity, creative expression and self-

In a world that is dominated by technology and guided

actualization, while threading disparate communities

by data, machines can amplify our productivity and

together through the experience of beautiful art.

knowledge, but art makes a connection to people and
their stories. Rather than simply offering decorative

Within five years, ArtLifting has grown to represent

artwork, ArtLifting shares their artists’ personal stories

140 artists nationwide selling in 20 states. Their art

of heartbreak, courage, hope and inspiration alongside

can be viewed in the offices of Google, Microsoft,

their work. Art’s powerful effect on the human spirit

LinkedIn, and Starbucks as well as the retail spaces of

is its ability to create empathetic touch points so

FedEx and West Elm.

Rendering for a new location.

“I ’M AN ARTIST! THERE ISN’T ANYTHING ELSE I SAY
WITH THAT MUCH POWER BEHIND IT.”
— GEANNA SHATTUC
RESOURCES:
1-2 forbes.com, May 1 2016,
The Impact of Art in the

Through pen, ink, and watercolors, Geanna creates distinctive visions of rhythm

Workplace, Karen Higginbott

puzzles make sense to me. Life doesn’t always make sense to me, but puzzles do.”
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and patterning that resemble textures of puzzle pieces. “My art looks like a puzzle;
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STRATEGIES
IN ACTION
LEAD to create
financial and cultural
value.
RECOGNIZE and
value people.
ENRICH spaces
designed for people
with art that connects
people and their
stories.

“I MAKE ART BECAUSE I LOVE THE CITY AND LOVE TO DRAW IT.
I WANT TO SELL MY WORK SO I CAN SHARE IT WITH PEOPLE WHO
CAN IDENTIFY WITH CITY LIFE.”
— RUBEN LOPEZ

Lopez, a former homeless drug addict was inspired to become an artist attending an art therapy program at
Bellevue Hospital. Lopez paints the city that he sees around him and while part of Fresh Art, a NYC non-profit

CATALYST
INSIGHT
Art’s powerful effect
on the human spirit
is its ability to create
empathetic touch points
so people can relate
better to one another.

that produces public art exhibitions at various venues throughout the city. He gives back by volunteering at the
Bellevue Chemical Dependency Outpatient Program in Manhattan.

Rendering for a new location.

CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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UPLIFTING THROUGH ART

“ART CAN ACTIVATE A THRIVING CULTURE BY CREATING CONNECTIONS AMONG PEOPLE

Panel and exhibition on Google’s Cambridge
campus. Titled “Lines In Motion.”
From left: Artist Scott Benner, Liz Powers and
Brian Cusack, Industry Director at Google.

WHO DON’T NORMALLY INTERACT...IT HELPS CREATE EMPATHY. IT GIVES YOU A VIEWPOINT
TO UNDERSTAND SOMEONE ELSE’S PERSPECTIVE, AND TO LEARN THEIR STORY.”
– LIZ POWERS

GR

SelfTransendence

TH

Self-Actualization

Self-Fulfillment
Needs

OW

Sense of meaning,
purpose.
Achieve one’s full potential,
including creative activities.

Esteem Needs

Prestige and feeling of
accomplishment.

Belongingness and love needs

Physiological
Needs

Intimate relationships and friends.

DE
FIC

Maslow’s
Hierarchy
of Needs

IEN
CY

Safety needs

Security and safety.

Physiological Needs

Basic
Needs

Food, water, warmth, rest.

Psychologist Abraham Maslow developed his Hierarchy
of Needs pyramid in his 1943. The five-stage model is
divided into two categories of need - deficiency, and
growth. ‘Deficiency needs’ relate to basic human physical
and biological needs such as food, water, warmth, rest,
safety, and security. ‘Growth needs’ connect to our
psychological and emotional states, such as the sense

of belonging, love, relationship, esteem, prestige,
and accomplishment. This level fulfills a desire for
community inclusion, recognition, and self-esteem. The
top signifies Self-Actualization, an understanding of self
and the development of creativity. Maslow later added
Self-Transcendence to the tip of the pyramid, denoting a
sense of a life, meaning and purpose.

Recent discussions among designers suggest the pyramid should be ﬂipped on its head.
All too often, factors such as emotional needs, aspirations, and sense of identity and expression are left out of products and
services that cater to basic needs. The success of the ArtLifting platform is its emphasis on the tip of Maslow’s pyramid,
enabling thriving along the entire journey to address and fulfill the rest of Maslow’s identified needs.
RESOURCES: bigthink.com, The Missing Apex of Maslow’s Hierarchy Could Save Us All; simplypsychology.org, Maslow; ideo.org, Perspective Turning Maslow’s Hierarchy on its Head
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TEACHING TO TRANSGRESS

BOOK REVIEW
| JACQUELINE ANSELL

“EDUCATION AS FREEDOM PUTS
THE CLASSROOM IN A PLACE
OF ACTIVE WORK, A PLACE TO
UNSETTLE AND ULTIMATELY
BECOME MUCH MORE ACCEPTING,
RESPECTFUL, COURAGEOUS, AND
OPEN MINDED.”

bell hooks

In Teaching to Transgress, bell hooks shares insights,

they fear losing control in a classroom that encourages

strategies, theories, and reflections on pedagogical

multiple ways of approaching an idea. Teachers fear the

practice, pulling from her personal experience as

disagreements and conflict that might emerge when

an African American woman and critical analysis of

opening up the classroom to a democratic setting, and

the education system. Hooks challenges the current

instead remove any sort of power from the students. In

“banking system of pedagogy,” a system in which

turn, students lose enthusiasm and curiosity. This type

knowledge is simply transmitted from teacher to student,

of learning process denounces the unconventional and

and discourages any sort of critical thinking. Instead,

discourages creative thought.

she approaches education as a means to freedom, a
way to transgress against the racial, sexual, and class

Instead, hooks advocates for the use of strategic conflict

boundaries ingrained in society and conventional

“as a catalyst for new thinking and growth.” Ideally, the

teaching practices. This model encourages teaching to

classroom becomes a space where both teachers and

become a performative act, and the classroom becomes

students are empowered in different ways, a space in

a space for change and invention. Education is thus

which critical thinking and questioning is encouraged.

transformed into a creative process in which constant

This type of setting would cultivate a community,

unsettling, amongst both the teacher and the students,

rather than a safe space, and encourage teachers

enables intellectual development and enhances our

and students to approach conflict not with fear, but

capacity to live more fully in the world.

with an authenticity and desire to learn. Education as
freedom puts the classroom in a place of active work,

However, hooks acknowledges that change cannot

a place to unsettle and ultimately become much more

happen without some degree of pain; in this case, the

accepting, respectful, courageous, and open minded.

pain attached to the abandonment of the conventional

In turn, the classroom becomes a practice for reality. In

and acceptance of new approaches and perspectives.

light of current social activist movements like #MeToo,

In fact, putting this theory into practice will take the

Black Lives Matter, and March for Life, this practice is

work of both students and teachers alike. Hooks

arguably more necessary today than ever. Published in

argues that one of the reasons that teachers revert

1994, Teaching to Transgress, continues to inspire and

back to conventional teaching practices is because

lead change.

CATALYSTREVIEW.NET

Hooks is an American
author, social activist,
and feminist theorist.
Born Gloria Jean
Watkins in Hopkinsville,
Kentucky, bell hooks
adopted the pen
name from her great
grandmother, a woman
known for speaking her
mind. bell hooks has
written over three dozen
books and numerous
scholarly articles,
spanning the topics of
gender, race, education,
class, and spirituality.
Her teaching career
began in 1976 as an
English professor at the
University of Southern
California. Since, she
has taught at several
institutions including
Yale University, Oberlin
College, and the City
College of New York.
hooks received her B.A.
from Stanford University,
her M.A. from the
University of Wisconsin
and her Ph.D. from the
University of California,
Santa Cruz.
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LEADING AS
IF LEARNING
MATTERS—
LEARNING IN
A STATE OF
DISEQUILIBRIUM
| JACKQUELINE ANSELL, PRATT DM
INTERVIEWS IDEO’S SANDY SPEICHER

Above: Sandy Speicher at a
speaking engagement.

S

andy Speicher is a Partner at the global design and innovation ﬁrm
IDEO, where she also serves as Managing Director leading the
learning and education practice. Her teams look to people’s unmet needs
to inspire new solutions for a wide variety of challenges – from the ways
people learn to the ways systems operate. Working with organizations
across the public, private, and social sectors, Sandy’s work has helped
to create an affordable school system in Peru. She has helped shape
strategies to improve schools for the poor in India, and developed learning
tools to improve youth literacy in Brazil. Her work also focuses on
creating tools to help build creative conﬁdence in students and teachers,
so that they can be agents of change for how our classrooms evolve. She
helped Carnegie Corporation launch 100kin10, which President Clinton
referred to as a new model for social change. Sandy holds an M.A. in
Education from Stanford and a B.F.A. from Washington University.
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Catalyst: Describe your work at IDEO and what you do in the education sector.
Sandy: I’ve been at IDEO for about 14 years now and have spent the last decade leading and building
up our learning and education practice. Today, we have a dedicated team of over 30 designers working
to find better solutions to challenges in lifelong learning and education. We work with leading education
change makers to design new ways for the sector to build its own creative capacity. We’re often
developing learning tools and technology, school systems and models, and even national strategies
for education. We also work at a societal level to think about how learning and development affect
systems like social justice, incarceration, and equity, and how design can improve them. Ultimately, we
aim to bring creativity and wisdom from a design perspective to create new and surprising solutions,
and to help individuals strengthen their creative muscles to realize that things can be better.
Catalyst: What kind of learning environment do you think

can expand to make sure that we’re not just developing

that students can really thrive in? Do you think it’s the

knowledge about the outer world, but also helping to build

same for everybody or case by case specific?

an understanding of our inner world. But I don’t think it’s
one or the other, I think it’s both.

Sandy: This is such a tough question. It’s challenging to
say that the same learning environments are right for

For example, many schools and non profit organizations

everybody. At the same time, there are certain universal

are looking at the dropout rates of students who are first

needs that come first. We tend to think that a learning

in their family to attend college. We have congregated

environment is equivalent to the way that space is

around this question to help uncover new design

divided, the way the curriculum is divided, the way the

solutions by engaging the students themselves. The

pedagogy is designed, or the way the learning experience

common answer was that college is very expensive and

happens. But underneath all of that is the concept of care,

students needed to find full-time work. But one student

which is universal. Students and people really thrive in an

cracked that answer wide open and showed us an

environment in which they are uniquely cared for, and

alternative rationale. As a high school student, he felt such

cared about. That underlying concept feels true across

pressure to attend college. Once he was enrolled, he

the board, but the way that can manifest itself is different

struggled to rationalize the cost and risk, because he

in each case. In order to inspire students to thrive, you

wasn’t yet sure of his purpose or what he was hoping

really have to understand each student and constantly

to achieve. Until he determined what he needed to do or

think about how to design an environment to bring out

pursue through higher education, he actually felt that it

their best.

was irresponsible to spend the money and the time and

Jacqueline Ansell
Ansell is a content
creation strategist
with a focus on
copywriting and social
media marketing.
Jacqueline holds a
B.A. in Art History
and Psychology from
Colgate University,
and is a 2nd year
graduate student in the
Design Management
program at Pratt
Institute exploring her
interest in problem
solving through
empathic design.

ultimately dropped out.
Catalyst: We define thriving as creative unsettling,
the ability to approach life as a learning journey of

There’s a lot of expectation now about the necessity

experiments that help us embrace and live with greater

for students to attend college, but not a lot of work

authenticity and generativity. How does your work align

being done to help students develop an inner narrative,

with this concept?

a sense of themselves, and their reasons for going to
college. As a result, we fundraised to design a solution

Sandy: I love the word unsettling because in so many

for this, and created The Purpose Project, which consists

ways this is one of those universal truths that we are

of different tools for high school students to find their

continuously learning, whether or not that’s happening

sense of purpose. It tracks and identifies life experiences,

formally and whether or not we’re conscious of it.

both in school and out of school, to help students start

Currently, I think our systems are biased towards concrete

recognizing some of the patterns of affinity across their

and specific knowledge, and we need to find ways that we

daily experiences. Once students realize these patterns,
CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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Visuals from
ThePurposeProject.org

STRATEGIES
IN ACTION

they can begin to learn more about that interest or desire.

Catalyst: Do you think that our own personal experiences

For example, a student may realize that they felt really

of education get in the way of the redesign process?

LEAD as if life
matters.

That feeling might trigger an understanding that they

Sandy: I think that they do, but I also think that our

really care about peace. The student could then test out

personal experiences matter. Oftentimes when people

new projects or activities that would lead to a career path

innovate in education, they don’t always think to bring

that activated and engaged an interest in peace.

others along. However, engaging people in the process of

courageous when breaking up a fight on the playground.

RECOGNIZE
disequilibrium is
essential for active
learning.

design and getting them on the learning journey is really
The Purpose Project tool is really a way to build the

integral to get to a new place. I don’t think we can create

muscle of reﬂecting on our actions to develop insight

REMEMBER comfort
does not necessarily
equal thriving.

our ideal if it doesn’t include everybody else’s vision for

about ourselves. We sometimes think that our narratives

what “good” looks like. We have to all design together.

of purpose come through divine intervention. Perhaps,

Personally, I’m constantly checking my biases, given my

but it also helps to build and develop the purpose muscle,

own experiences with education. Simultaneously, I’m

RE-IMAGINE
what is possible
build the muscle of
creativity.

and understand that it changes all the time. Personally,

curious to understand other people’s experiences and

having been through college, grad school, and now having

what that means in order to design for the intersection

a measurable career, I know that interests and sense of

of all of our beliefs and values. I work to make sure that

purpose change. We need to begin to get comfortable with

I’m not pushing my agenda. I have a point of view, but so

this change, rather than think that there’s one thing that

does everybody else. I’ve learned that great design in a

we are. I tell you all of this because I love your definition

social system is really about understanding a myriad of

of thriving, this constant engagement and curiosity in the

perspectives and then finding a solution that reconciles as

world, enough to notice where you fit into it and where you

much of that as possible.

REFLECT on your
actions to deepen
your purpose and lead
learning.

can help enhance it. And at the same time, you can’t do that
without some knowledge and skill. It’s about that balance.
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Catalyst: I want to talk about this idea of disequilibrium.

A concept you’ve spoken about before, which leads

driving down the road again and see a brown cow, at

to heightened creativity. I’d love for you to share your

that moment the child has a choice to make: to either

insights on that.

redefine the word cow in their mind, or ignore the new
input, reverting back to the idea that cows are only

Sandy: I love that you referenced that because it’s

black and white. The disequilibrium moment is that

such a meaty topic, and it merges my two worlds of

period of questioning when the child thinks, “I thought

education and design, looking at what learning theory

a cow was something else.” It’s so simple when you

teaches us about the creative world. The idea of

think of it that way, but you realize quickly this is

disequilibrium was initially surfaced by the psychologist

happening in so much of our world, both in both micro

Jean Piaget. After observing children and how they

and major ways.

learn, he laid out this theory of constructivist learning,
which states that knowledge isn’t gained but it’s actually

Learning is where we can design for this disequilibrium.

constructed through our interactions in the world. In so

Think back to some of your best professors. They

many ways, it feels a lot like the creative process, which is

are often the ones who shake up your thinking, or

all about taking a leap. It’s getting to a new understanding

pull together readings that make you question things

of what could be, or how we could see something based

you thought you understood. You realize that you can

on all that we see and know now. We see it as creative

see the same information in a different way, ultimately

because no one else has thought about it before.

creating a more inclusive narrative of the world and what

When someone does something and you think, “Oh,

is possible.

CATALYST
INSIGHT
The creative process
is a constant feeling
of disequilibrium,
a state in which we
begin to question
the mental models
that we have. The
education system
is a place where
we can design for
this disequilibrium,
so we can learn to
become comfortable
with challenging
conventions and
accepting new ideas
in order to thrive.

I hadn’t thought about that before,” it’s because we
can bring known information to a new place, creating a
new understanding.
In the constructivist theory, you have to go through this
phase of uncertainty, which feels like a dark time. You have
all of this input in front of you, and you don’t yet know what
it means. It’s super uncomfortable, and given how quickly
life is changing, and our systems are changing, we have
to become masters of being in a state of disequilibrium.
We have to become comfortable with it ,because it’s
the state where we start to question the mental models
that we have. Only through that questioning can we find
new answers, and without it, we would shut down our
engagement and miss how the world is evolving. I’m
talking very abstractly, but it seems to connect so strongly
to your concept of thriving.
Catalyst: It absolutely does. Do you have a concrete
example of disequilibrium that people could connect to?
Sandy: If you interact with young people, it’s easier to
see this constructivist learning process. For example,
with a child you often point to things and name them.
You might be driving down a road and point to a cow,
and maybe that cow is black and white. In a child’s mind,

Sandy with students at SFUSD reviewing prototypes of a new way to order lunch.

THE THEORY OF CONSTRUCTIVIST LEARNING STATES
THAT KNOWLEDGE ISN’T GAINED, BUT IS ACTUALLY
CONSTRUCTED THROUGH OUR INTERACTIONS IN
THE WORLD. — PSYCHOLOGIST, JEAN PIAGET

a cow equals black, white, and big. But when you’re

CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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CL ASS OF 2018
Pratt's Arts and Cultural Management (ACM) located within Business Week's top rated design management department
offers an alternative to the traditional MBA for those interested in designing, leading and managing cultural enterprise and the arts. Our two
year Masters program focuses on developing leaders able to use their creativity strategically to design cultural experiences, foster creative
expression, build creative community, and shape a commerce of ideas and images in an increasingly mediated world.

MEET OUR ACM GRADUATES | Country of Origin | Undergrad Discipline | Connect

Shaikha Al-Thani

Taylor Chandler

Qatar
Brand Builder, Cultural
Strategist
LinkedIn

USA
Illustrator, Cultural Strategy,
Arts Education
LinkedIn

Claire Jiang

Ruishi Jiang

Yolanda Chen

China
Fine Artist, Art Administrator

Nathalíe Matías

Katie Ellis

Monica Hoyle

USA
Creative Strategy & Change
Consultant
LinkedIn

USA
Arts Educator
LinkedIn

Mi (Misha) Lin

Kieran McCarthy Fell

China
LinkedIn

China
Arts Administrator
LinkedIn

USA
Arts Development, Program
Management
LinkedIn

China
Sustainable Fashion, Designer,
Illustrator, Cultural Promoter
LinkedIn

USA
Musician, Designer of Cultural
& Sustainable Travel.
LinkedIn

Uchenna Okosa

Victoria Tan

Yvonne Wang

Zhiyi (Zoei) Xhao

Brigid (Mengjiao) Xing

USA
Fine Artist, Fashion Designer,
Choreographer
LinkedIn

China
Performing Arts, Theater,
Urban Design
LinkedIn

China
Painter, Art Business, Cultural
Promoter
LinkedIn

Minyue (Sammy) Xia
China
LinkedIn
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China
Photographer
LinkedIn
behance.net/Semorlia

China
Event Planning & Curation
LinkedIn
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Visual Art & Fashion Design

Design
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Fashion Marketing
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CL ASS OF 2018
Pratt's Design Management (DM) located within Business Week's top rated design management department offers an alternative

Design Management

to the traditional MBA for those interested in designing, managing and leading creative enterprise across industries. Our two-year Master’s
program focuses on enabling creatives working in industry to develop skills that can advance their careers and shape
our shared
Naika
Colas world. The
Pichamon Kongkarat
Pei Liang
Yeojin Kim
Vida Habibi
Yan Yuan
program provides an integrated
focus
on the role of design
in the
creation and management
of strategic
and sustainable
advantage.
Dear
Karishma
Michelle
Prasad
Zheng
Zhou
Alexandra
Felsenstein
Sarah
Yo
Anastasia
Lokis
Karishma
Michelle
Prasad
Zheng
Zhou
Alexandra
Felsenstein
US
Anastasia
Lokis
China
IndiaFashion Design
India
Architecture
Architecture

Thailand
US Visual Art & Fashion Design
US
GraphicDesign
Design&&Marketing
Marketing
Graphic

JoKorea
Jo

Design
China
China
Architecture
Architecture

Alex
China
Alex

US
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Korea
UAE
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Fame
Thailand
Communication Arts

Chatraporn C
Alexandra Felsenste
May
Jonathan
Minko
Alex

Thailand
US
Buyer
USFashion
Visual
Communication
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STORY TITLE

LEARNING TO
RE-ENGAGE
THE CREATIVE
LEADER WITHIN
| MAREN MAIER, MONICA HOYLE AND
LESLIE KIRSCHENBAUM
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“Not all who wander are lost”
Our programs are now mature. Our graduates are many.
Our vision clear and deeply held. We set out together to
learn to lead enterprise, cultural and commercial, in ways
that were creative and life afﬁrming. We believed that the
skills of enterprise taught artfully and with heart could
catalyze a thriving that enriched, engaged and enlivened.
And, the learning continues as does our learning
community. Ireland was our ﬁrst trip together but only
one part of our ongoing learning together. Ireland
gave us an opportunity to reconnect, to reﬂect and to
re-imagine-together. Our alumni joined our program
participants faculty and friends to form a learning in
action community. We became a caravan of exploration
and inquiry.
Sounds like more fun than it was though. We encountered
a blizzard. Were thrown off course by events. And, re-set
itineraries several times a day. What was supposed to be
a comfortably unsettled experience became a signiﬁcantly
unsettling experience-life just kept happening! And so it
goes, welcome to the 21st century.
We learned again what cannot be taught. That life requires
learning as we go. It is not wise to be “settled in holy
certainty”. Whatever futures can be made will need to be
designed from that knowing. Management teaches us
to “plan, organize, direct and control.” But, life leadership
teaches us to “learn by going where we need to go.”
In 2018, we needed to go out together into the world we
had kept contained in our classroom. We needed to meet
each other anew and to ﬁnd ourselves again. And, we
needed time to wander without feeling lost. Ireland was a
continuance of our shared learning journey.

We will continue to wander and learn together
— stay tuned! –DR. MARY MCBRIDE
CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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STORY TITLE

Eating joy at Ard Bia.

Unsettled: Designing a journey that deepens creative enterprise leadership

J

onathan Kalan is co-founder and CEO of Unsettled, a company that
runs immersive co-working retreats around the world for people who
believe that feeling a bit “unsettled” is good for change, innovation, and
discovery. Unsettled’s shared workspace, workshops, communal events,
and access to local expertise and adventures enable, participants, to
build new relationships, find new perspectives, and grow personally and
professionally in some of the world’s most inspiring destinations. In less
than two years, Unsettled has led nearly 1,000 people from 65 countries on ‘Unsettled’
journeys, yielding everything from new business perspectives and partnerships to
wholesale career changes and a tightly knit global community that continues to collaborate
across cultural and organizational boundaries.
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LEARNING TO RE-ENGAGE

At Unsettled, we fundamentally believe that being a

For one week, participants met with creative leaders in

leader in today’s creative economy starts with embracing

the Irish creative economy to stimulate new perspectives,

the unknown, and being comfortable with being

and took part in leadership exercises to unlock new

uncomfortable. We are an incubator and accelerator

potential in their own creative leadership journeys.

for how we as humans deal with transition, uncertainty,

Beyond the workshops and more “structured” sessions, it

and change in an increasingly uncertain world. If we can

was enlightening to observe creative leaders from across

commit to change - of place, perspective, of routine - as a

the spectrum – CEOs, independent artists, corporate

constant in our lives, then we enable ourselves to pursue

innovators and project managers - converse in ways

life as a process rather than a destination, and thus see

that enabled them to share their greatest challenges

greater possibilities of where that process can lead us.

and toughest decisions, and find collective inspiration

After all, it is in times of transition, travel, and movement

and support to answer that ever-present question of

when we feel most alive, inspired, and receptive to the

“what next?” The conversations that happened in the

people and ideas that spark growth and enable us to

“in between” spaces - the informal opportunities to dig

thrive; personally, professionally, and creatively.

deeper on a walk, a bus ride, over a shared meal - allowed

Our experiences are designed to inspire new thinking and
explore new possibilities by structuring a way for people
to break out of their routines. This March, we went into
unchartered waters to co-create a unique learning journey

Paul McConnell, New York, USA

Vera Allmanritter, Berlin, Germany

all of us to be vulnerable as leaders and learn from
others. We explored our Catalyst theme of “what drives
your thrive” and learned more about how to catalyze
thriving in our own organizations.

across Ireland with twenty-two of Pratt Institute’s alumni

For Unsettled, this experience was the beginning of

and current students. In partnership with Pratt Institute’s

something much bigger. We see tremendous value in

Creative Enterprise Leadership graduate programs in

curating experiences for groups that already share a

Design Management and Arts and Cultural Management,

common bond, and running meaningful experiences in

we combined the Pratt experience-based curriculum

shorter timeframes. For our company to thrive, we must

with Unsettled’s experiential methods to co-create

edge ourselves beyond what we’re comfortable with, and

an environment based on experimentation, play, and

constantly adapt our own models to push the boundaries

discovery meant to challenge the participants’ status quo.

of how we define transformational shared experiences.

REGULAR CHANGE OF PLACE, PERSPECTIVE OR ROUTINE ENABLES LEADERS TO STAY
MORE RECEPTIVE TO PEOPLE AND IDEAS THAT SPARK GROWTH AND THRIVING. WHAT
WE LEARNED IN IRELAND: A NATION’S UNIFIED CREATIVE APPROACH DRAWING UPON ITS
ARTS AND CULTURE CAN BOTH ENRICH AND ENLIVEN.

Irene Di Bartolo, Milan, Italy

Dante Clemons, Texas, USA

Weng Ying, Shanghai, China

Left: Haddington House in
Dublin, workshop on leading
creative enterprise and
designing creative economies.

CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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A R YN ITNI TGLTE O R E - E N G A G E
SL TE O

Unsettling into Ireland

Raven Wei, Chengdu, China

Like most of us who signed up for this trip, I didn’t know

As we ventured to Connemarra and Galway in western

what to expect. We were given an unfinished itinerary,

Ireland, our journey began with a search for what

and Dr. McBride, who led the journey, prepared us for a

drove us here. Each of us were asked to articulate

quest “to share what you know, ask for what you need,

what we were struggling with and working towards in

and pack your sense of humor along with a pair of

our own creative leadership journey. In initial reflective

wellington boots.” So I landed in Dublin to meet the other

exercises, we began to explore how we might define

twenty-eight participants for leadership workshops and

and design thriving for ourselves, for our organizations

muddy treks. Yet, as we made our way from the airport,

and communities, and for our world as a whole.

news was rapidly spreading about an impending blizzard

We used the rugged Connemarra landscape, a cast

they were calling “The Beast from the East”. While mostly

of Irish characters, and the unpredictable weather to

strangers, the unforeseen circumstances quickly shaped

help us unsettle out of our comfort zones and into our

a deepening sense of comradery and

creative depths to answer the question: “What truly

encouraged

exploration of new perspectives and possibilities.

DELPHI LODGE & CONNEMARRA
Rich in history and heritage, the Delphi Lodge is an Irish country
estate established by Lord Sligo in the 1820’s, it sits with a commanding
presence at the base of two mountain peaks in Connemarra on the
western seaboard of Ireland. A large picturesque stretch of countryside,
with rocky, yet equally lush mountainsides surrounded by the Atlantic
Ocean, its high winds and rough seas create a juxtaposed landscape
where nature and spirit thrive.
Michael Wade, our host at Delphi invited us into a home with beauty and
resilience. While centuries of tragic famine and deep social divide etch
deeply into the local Irish lore, the community’s past has also enabled
a deep sense of pride in Connemarra’s traditions, culture and current
day vocations like, sheep herding, weaving and deep sea fishing. The
creative spirit thrives here much like the colorful plant life that blossoms
year-round along the craggy coast, even amidst the snowfall.

IRISH POETRY & MUSIC
Home to some of the Ireland’s most renowned
poets and fiddlers, Connemarra, Delphi Lodge,
and its cultural heritage offered a perfect stage for
our own creative journeys within. Evenings were
filled with words from poet and dramatist Terry
McDonagh, whose work shares a deep wonderment
in the complex nature of what it means to be human.
(Pictured right)
Yvonne Kane, one of Ireland’s popular fiddle players,
who like so many Irish learned to play instruments
at an early age impressed us in the sound of Irish
musical tradition with an assist from her student.
(Far right: Yvonne Kane and student Grace Wade)
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drives our thrive?”

Our time in western Ireland gave us a glimpse at how

we each opened new pathways to explore and revive a

intimately the role of creativity and enterprising spirit

similar determination in ourselves.

helped to shape the lives of the locals we met. I was

continues...

Monica Hoyle, New York, USA

touched by the deep Irish zeal for storytelling and
creative expression, as well as the great pride in sharing
their cultural resources more globally. Poets, musicians,
farmers, designers and innkeepers were not only
undeterred by the century old family struggles, famines,
and economic hardships; they were determined to thrive
in spite of it, and live for the greater good of their nation.
They wanted people to see Ireland as wonder–full as they
see it, seeing beyond the superficial to embrace a more
wild and precious existence. By “diving into their thrive,”

From left: Dr. Mary McBride, Chair and Professor Creative
Enterprise Leadership Pratt; and Juan Atuesta, Bogota, Colombia.

Rodrigo Jardim, New York, USA

SEAN’S
PLACE
Irish whiskey is
known worldwide and so, off
we went to learn about its
origins. Sean’s place sits in
the heart of Ireland. Dating
back to 900AD, this ageold route and watering
hole once offered travelers
safe passage across the
‘bog’. Today, it welcomes
visitors with folklore about
Irish whiskey. The famed
whiskey it seems was
derived from a technique
the Irish monks used to
distill perfume! Food and
drink are a central part of
cultural heritage.
Oil painting by Jamie Grau, painted upon her return from the journey in Ireland.

CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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ARD BIA &
THE TWEED PROJECT
Aoibhinn (Pronounced ‘Eeven’)
McNamara is owner of Ard
Bia restaurant and The Tweed
Project in Galway, Ireland.
Her two businesses are woven
together in their deep pride
for local Irish culture and community. Since its opening
a few years ago, Ard Bia has become a driving force
in the creation of a sustainable and locally sourced
food economy in western Ireland. After a delicious and
nourishing meal, Aoibhinn accompanied us through her
fabric and design atelier where she and her partner,
Triona work passionately to bridge the gap between local
Irish weaving tradition and contemporary design. Their
designs are an expression of the wild changeable beauty
of western Ireland that has inspired artists and writers
for centuries. Every piece in the collection is 100%
handmade with modern tailoring, from specially selected
cuts of premium Donegal tweed and Irish
linen. We learned a lot about the art of creative
leadership from Aoibhinn and the challenge of
sustaining and innovating cultural enterprise.
Then, we left Galway for an exploration of
Dublin, its creative arts and enterprise.
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LEARNING TO RE-ENGAGE

As our bus, the only vehicle on the treacherous roads,

where we foodies delighted in homemade, organic fare as

made it back from the Connemarra countryside hours

we discussed the role of food based business in creative

after the curfew set by the government, our journey

economies. We walked off the Victoria spongecake

seemed a metaphor for the questions we were sharing.

as we traveled thru the Powerscourt, a hub of creative

In our own lives, the road was uncertain. But together, on

entrepreneurship.

our bus, we were no longer alone on the road.
Our

collective

farewell

Haddington House, our Dublin home, became our

dinner was reflective and

fortress in the storm. Our group settled in for two full

joyful. Served at an intimate

days of workshops where we worked through exercises

family restaurant, we closed

on individual and enterprise leadership. As everyone

the night with an unplanned

journeyed inward, I found space to reconnect with my

guest

ultimate passion - encouraging youth and children to

with an old Irish ballad.

think critically and lead through the arts. I explored my

In his deep brogue, he

own “values triangle,” learned how to leverage my unique

sang a traditional Irish song called Willie McBride. With

personality characteristics, strengthened my sense of

each word the group witnessed a truly unique Irish

entrepreneurial courage, and embraced the inevitability

moment of storytelling and ‘ceoil’. The owner later

of unsettling on the journey toward my goal.

recounted to us that this ‘stranger’ was a regular at the

serenading

STRATEGIES
IN ACTION
LEAD in as you lead out.
REFLECT to enable action.
RESIST the temptation
of ‘holy certainty’.
REACH for the stranger
who can become a friend.

us

restaurant, recovering from cancer, and using his voice
The storm broke the next morning, our last day. We

to act as a form of therapy in his ongoing fight. What

made our way with limited transportation into Dublin

a fitting and wonderful way to close out our learning

center. The Little Museum provided us with a private tour

journey, unsettling, healing and thriving together among

showcasing the city’s history. Off to lunch at Pepper Pot

strangers and among friends.

CATALYST
INSIGHT
Brexit will present yet
another challenge to
creative enterprise on
an island divided. But
Ireland is united in
its creative approach
drawing upon its arts
and culture to both
enrich and enliven.

POWERSCOURT
Powerscourt is an airy, Georgian building with an infectiously creative vibe, featuring floors of Irish designer apparel, jewelry, antiques
and more. It is emblematic of the history of gritty Irish design combined with emerging trend setters. We stopped and spoke with
different owners who spoke about local and global markets, and the challenges and successes of expanding a business. Brexit looms
and it will shape trade with both England and Europe. Trade always has an impact on commerce, culture and community.

THE LITTLE MUSEUM OF DUBLIN
The museum chronicles the history of Dublin in the 20th century The museum is a registered charity, and is home to a collection of over
5,000 artifacts that are either donated or on loaned directly from the people of Dublin. Along with its artifact we were treated to an exhibition
on U2 and Irish pioneers in fashion.

CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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▼

INFOGRAPHICS: WHAT DRIVES YOUR THRIVE?

CREATIVE LEADER’S
LEARNING JOURNEY

What Drives Your
Thrive?

REFLECTION

MASTER CLASS
How do we unsettle

SETTING INTENTION

ourselves into
opportunities for learning
and growth and toward

WHAT ‘DRIVES OUR THRIVE’?

What Drives Your
Thrive?

REFLECTION

VALUES MATTER

A LEARNING JOURNEY is a waking up!
Some learning journeys are unintentional.
• a chance accident
• a stranger who shapes a new possibility
• a heartbreak unintended
But ideally, most learning journeys begin with an
intention to move beyond the known and toward
what can only be accessed by risking the unknown.
© Creative Leader’s Learning Journey Master Class Dr. Mary McBride
and Leslie Kirschenabum, 2018
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What Drives Your
Thrive?

REFLECTION

LEADING AS IF LIFE
MATTERS

“We learn by going where we need to go.” —THEODORE ROETHKE
What do I need to know,
to discover, to find out?

Why?

What journey can I start or
continue to help me do that?

“It’s not hard to make decisions when we know what our values are.”
—ROY E. DISNEY

Love

What 3 values are most important to me?
If I were to put that on a triangle.
What would it look like?

FOR EXAMPLE >

Well-being

Making a
difference

Use these words and create your triangle:
Self Realization
Career
Advancement
Innovation/Creativity
Love
Fame/Recognition
Achievement
Comfort/Security
Competition
Financial Wellbeing

Learning/Education
Knowledge/Wisdom
Fairness/Justice
Fun/Humor
Freedom
Family Life
Friendship
Health
Making a Difference
Power

Spirituality
Self Respect
Trust
Leadership
Select Another

“We save the world by being truly alive ourselves.”—JOSEPH CAMPBELL
Are you leading as if life matters by living
as if your life really, really matters?

Which of these 5 aspects need more
of your attention?

Physically?
Emotionally?
Spiritually?
Intellectually?

How might you give that part of yourself
more aliveness?

Generatively?
CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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▼
How Will You Enable Thriving
By Leading?

“The way we live our lives, timorous or bold, will
have been our life.” —SEAMUS HEANEY
What intentions do you
want to act on?

CALL TO ACTION

Are you feeling
confident-powerful?

COURAGE

How Will You Enable Thriving
By Leading?

What strengths can you work from?
LEADING STRATEGICALLY
Leaders need to manage beyond planning, delegating,
and controlling. They must find and overcome threats,
accommodate adversity and understand business and
market. They must be adept at:

CALL TO ACTION

___ Leveraging strengths and turning them into opportunities
___ Identifying and overcoming threats

LEAD
BY EXAMPLE

___ Understanding complex interactions that influence enterprise
activity and markets
___ Designing meaningful, experiences, services, products
___ Leading learning and championing innovation
___ Engaging others and enabling collaboration
___ Leading as if life matters by using enterprise to enrich and enliven
___ Navigating ambiguity

“If your actions inspire
others to dream more,
learn more, do more
and become more, you
are a leader.”
—JOHN QUINCY ADAMS

INFLUENCING OTHERS
Influence is crucial at every level of management and
leadership. There are many ways to use influence.
Including:
___ Using the power of your position/title
___ Leveraging to power of collaborative networks
___ Demonstrating expertise, insight, foresight
___ Taking action
___ Identifying the “mountains to climb” and helping to shape a vision
that inspires and engages

© Creative Leader’s Learning Journey Master Class Dr. Mary McBride
and Leslie Kirschenabum, 2018
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How Will You Enable Thriving
By Leading?
What are those forces
that support/resist?

How can we help
-what do you need?

CALL TO ACTION

START YOUR
MONDAY MORNING

Where can you stretch?
DESIGNING A COLLABORATIVE CULTURE OF
“CAN DO!”
Culture supports and sustains enterprise action.
Cultures of “can do” can be designed. Here are
some things a leader can do to enable others:

Every great and deep difficulty bears in
EXPERIMENT
itself its own solution. It forces us to
change our thinking in order to find it.
- NIELS BOHR

Do you need to “change your thinking”-to
unlearn in order to learn?

___ Encourage, recognize and reward collaboration
___ Seek out ideas/voices that might not be heard
___ Resource people to succeed
___ Design learning in and certainty out
___ Establish a sustaining and shared vision

How might you apply new learning
to “Drive Your Thrive” at work and in
those around you?

___ Model and encourage active listening
___ P
 ut an equal emphasis on achieving results, building
relationships, and contribution to shared goals
___ D
 evelop systems to manage performance
strategically toward vision

Where do you see opportunities to
manage strategically, influence
others, nurture climate?

What will you do today to begin your
journey toward tomorrow?

CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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FROM THE CLASSROOM

Whether in an entrepreneurial, organizational, governmental, communal or other type of setting,
communication is a vital leadership tool. Strategic storytelling helps to develop compelling, coherent and relevant
narratives that have deep resonance and meaning for intended audiences and to attract followership, funds and fans across platforms.
Participants in the Management Communications course at DM this year were challenged to develop and disseminate a powerful
social media campaign that introduces the concept of Thriving to our Pratt Catalyst online audience. Small teams answered
the question ‘What does it mean to thrive?’ and built a public narrative to help shape conversation, culture, communities and cities
around thriving. The campaign was then used as the framework to identify strategic opportunity spaces in speciﬁc industries for
designing thriving.

The following are the social media campaign highlights.

I

, I THRIVE

Striving vs. Thriving

oster for
rgeted
tagram

agram post from
t.versal

wn
tart

as well
ers.

post fromAn example of an Instagram post from
a campaign participant.
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Thriving 360

‘Keep an eye out for the

‘What drives your thrive’
campaign on our Facebook
page as we launch this issue
and continue our collective
conversation online about
what it means to design - and
lead - thriving.
web: cataylstreview.net
fb: Catalyst - Leading Creative Enterprise

"LEADING AS IF LIFE MATTERS"
The ﬁnal project for our programs is an applied
research project designed to enable participants
to integrate and use what they have learned to
make a difference in our shared world.

Research
in Action
Artist Mobility:

Creating Opportunities for Artists
To Travel and Grow

From Problem to Opportunity
Artists often have difﬁculty
accessing or securing funding
opportunities, such as
relevant grants, residencies or
fellowships to support their
international practice. Our
Catalysts aim to alleviate pain
points experienced by artists
seeking to be mobile as a
means of career development.
Community Served
Artists in their early to mid-career
stages who seek to be mobile by
creating and sharing their work
in an international context, or
who are trying to sustain their
mobility practice
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2018
Arts and Cultural
Management

AUTHORS:

Claire Jiang, Shaikha Al-Thani,
Victoria Tan, Katie Ellis
LOCATION:

New York City
SECTOR/INDUSTRY:

The Arts
CATALYZING CHANGE:

Applied Research Question
How to design a platform to provide
opportunities for artists to be
mobile as a means of professional
development?
Rationale
Throughout history, artists have
viewed travel as an opportunity to
be inspired, further their creative
practice and more deeply engage
with other artists and cultural
art movements. In the Italian
Renaissance, artists such as Vasari
and Titian attributed to their frequent
travels to Rome the key to their
artistic growth. Today, artists –
unlike other disciplines - are often
left to piece together their careers
and ﬁnd their own opportunities
to develop as creatives. Mobile
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Mobile Artist
Development

artists in particular, view the lack
of access to funding and a social
network as a signiﬁcant barrier to
their success.
Final Design
Functioning as an intermediary,
Perch Creative is a community
platform to link artists to a
community of funding sources.
The platform consists of the
following components:
Resource Hub
A cumulative online library of
institutional giving from non-proﬁt
organizations, private foundations
and government agencies,
including residencies, fellowships
and travel grants. These are
able to be sorted by location

and medium. Other websites often
provide cluttered information and
limited resources, making it difﬁcult
for artists to ﬁnd opportunities that
are relevant to them.
Giving Circles
Arts patrons can join existing giving
circles or create their own to support
art projects around their given
interest, such as funding mobility
projects for artists who have never
left their home country. Artists

are able to apply for funding to
various circles, and in turn, patrons
determine which artist they want
to support.
Project Pages
Project pages allow artists to share
their work, stories, and journey goals
to gain exposure and raise funds.
People can either give directly to a
project or advocate for the project
and fund raise through their network
on behalf of the artist.

Impact
Finding new ways to fund artists
in the 21st Century is key to
advocating for the importance
of the arts and the value they
brings to communities, cities and
broader society. Perch Creative not
only makes mobility practice an
accessible mode of professional
development for artists; it also aims
to inspire a ripple effect among
arts patrons in cultivating a thriving
ecosystem of creative growth.
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"LEADING AS IF LIFE MATTERS"
The ﬁnal project for our programs is an applied
research project designed to enable participants
to integrate and use what they have learned to
make a difference in our shared world.

2018
Design
Management

Research

in Action
Bridging Opportunities:
Empowering Women in Tanzania's
Coffee Sector Through Creative
Enterprise Leadership Skills
From Problem to Opportunity

AUTHORS:

Nattamon Chayaroon, Naika Colas,
Karishma Mishra, Yeojin Kim, Waridi Valentine
LOCATION:

New York, NY and Moshi, Tanzania
SECTOR/INDUSTRY:

Economic Development and Agriculture
CATALYZING CHANGE:

Educating and Enabling Development
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Tanzania is rich in natural resources and
commodities like many developing
countries. It also has a wealth of able
women. Yet women are unable to fully use
their abilities or beneﬁt from their work due
to limited education, wage inequalities, and
cultural norms.
Community Served
Women entrepreneurs working in the coffee industry in
the Kilimanjaro region of Tanzania.

Applied Research Question
How to design a Design Management education outside
of the traditional classroom to help women entrepreneurs
to develop creative enterprise leadership skills that enable
business opportunities and their livelihoods?
Rationale
Awarded a Pratt Institute Graduate Student Engagement
Fund grant, our Capstone catalysts conducted in situ
research to surface challenges facing rural women
working in the Northern Tanzania coffee industry. Financial
literacy proved to be a main barrier to success. As a
result, our Catalysts framed their research around the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals of Gender
Inequality, Economic Growth, Innovation Infrastructure,
and Partnership Goals to help women connect to income
generating activities in their rural communities.

Final Design
In partnership with the International Women’s Coffee
Alliance Tanzania chapter and the Tanzania Women in
Coffee Association, our Catalysts prototyped workshops
and a community resource platform using key ‘triple bottom
line by design’ business methods taught within Pratt
Institute’s Graduate Program in Design Management.
Workshops
The ﬁnal program offerings include three-day design
education workshops on the following topics:
• Strategic Marketing - to better understand audiences and
design user experiences
• Managing Finances - to support effective budgeting,
accounting, and income saving
• Grant Proposal Writing - to enhance skills in storytelling
and capital fund raising

Community Resources
A web platform also connects women with relevant support
and funding resources available in their communities.
Impact
This program strengthens women entrepreneurs and
independent businesses by adding a triple bottom line by
design framework to their business practices. The team
aims to replicate or adapt their workshops and community
resource building activities to other locations, and in
so doing further the discussion and impact of a Design
Management education in rural developing communities.

Member of Tanzania Woman in Coffee Association, Rose Swai, receiving the
2016 Recognition Award for her company, Choice Coffee and its initiatives.

The research team during the workshops in Tanzania.
CATALYST REVIEW.NET
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CATALYSTS IN THE NEWS

CAPSTONE RESEARCH: (’14) MORPHS
INTO AN AWARD-WINNING DIGITAL
LEARNING PLATFORM AT MCCANN
WORLDWIDE
Earlier this year, DM Alumn (’14) Guy Laufer was awarded two gold medals at the Brandon Hall
Awards for an innovative digital learning platform he launched at McCann Worldgroup, an American
advertising agency with offices in 120 countries. Laufer won in two categories, Best Unique or
Innovative Learning and Development Program and Best Learning Program Supporting a Change
Transformation Business Strategy.
Laufer currently acts as Global Digital Learning Director, and his career was informed by his
Capstone thesis at Pratt, “Design Management Online (DMO): When Technology Meets Education.”
Together with his teammates, Dana Goren and Qortni Williams, Laufer focused on adapting and
2 Pxl people

extending the Pratt DM curriculum to an external audience which he found at McCann. Thus, his
goal is to serve the 24,000 employees with the digital knowledge and tools that enable them to
incorporate a wide range of digital solutions for their clients
At the outset, McCann placed strategic priority on digital education, which gave Laufer the creative
freedom, managerial support, and the necessary resources to conduct his research. After speaking
with employees and incorporating digital solutions in client engagement, Laufer quickly determined
two main challenges:
1) Designing for varied structures and subjects whose inclusion in the curriculum was mandatory, and
2) Planning the necessary steps toward program implementation on a global scale, accounting

Builder map

for diverse cultures, languages, and clientele.
The tools, language, methodology, and content that he learned during his Capstone allowed him to
tackle these challenges using the 4D model:
Discover, Define, Design, and Deliver.
During the discovery phase, Laufer conducted both quantitative and qualitative research, including
interviews and surveys in four offices, each representative of a different geographic region: New
York (NA), London (EUR), Kuala Lumpur (APAC) and Bogota (LATAM). In each regional office, Laufer
identified digital gaps in knowledge and gained insights into the different learning cultures. This

Builder Thinker

was followed by the define phase, which consisted of drafting content for the digital curriculum, as
well as finding a relevant and enjoyable delivery method for the employee.
In the design phase, Laufer established pxl, “Play, Experience, and Learn,” a two layer curriculum. The
first layer provides the basic digital language relevant to the entire agency, while the second layer
focuses on hands-on workshops, each tailored for the account, creative, and strategy departments.
The curriculum prototype was tested in New York and London, and modified according to
participants’ feedback. Today, the program has been deployed across 40 agency offices around
the globe and delivered in 15 different languages to more than 5,000 employees.

Click here icon
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PROJECT REMEMBER, HELPING
KIDS REMEMBER IT’S COOL TO
BE YOURSELF.
Alumni of the Pratt DM and ACM
program

tell

us

that

reflective

leadership is one of the most useful
post

graduation

skills.

Jackie

Cantwell, (ACM 2013), recognized
the value of this and founded Project
Remember, a children’s program that
promotes self discovery. Project Remember has partnered with schools and
organizations like Google to curate experiences that use tools like mindfulness,
reflection, play, and the arts to enable students to connect more deeply with
themselves, others, and the world around them. Most recently, Project Remember
partnered with School of Wonder and hosted a weekend retreat built around
adventure and wilderness excursions.

ONE OF TOP 8 ALUMNI
ENTREPRENEURS
BRINGING INGENUITY
TO INDUSTRY
Sacha Wynne, ACM 2014
graduate, launched the
arts-integration

startup

WÆRK in 2015. The goal of
the company is to deepen
our

understanding

of

data using art, humanity’s
oldest technology. WÆRK
encourages its clients to
focus on achieving successful business solutions
through people. As Prattfolio writes, “Wynne
had identified untapped potential for artists to
spur innovation in business, from workplace
communications to the way companies relate to
consumers. She saw an opportunity to bring artists
into the corporate conversation.”
WÆRK employs data-driven storytelling by creating
relatable informational resources with different
creative outlets, from photography to animation.
Some of the resources include narrative profiles
of target customers, corporate education, and

ECO-FRIENDLY CLOTHING TO
BOOST THE ECONOMY AND
EMPOWER THE PEOPLE OF HAITI

customer service campaigns. In the process,
WÆRK helps clients connect with the human
stories behind the numbers, and inspires them to
innovate meaningful products and services to build
a thriving world.
Wynne credits the ACM program with helping her

"Naika Colas, a sustainable designer and

to connect her creative talents and commitment to

recent graduate of the Design Management

social change with entrepreneurship and creative

Graduate program, was invited to Tommy

leadership. “I was disturbed by the popular belief

Hilfiger's 2018 Social Innovation Challenge

that the arts and culture are frivolous, that too

2nd round. She proposed to build a small

many artists languish in day gigs unrelated to their

scale factory in Haiti, where she will employ

skills and training to pay rent.” In the future, she

seamstresses to produce high quality Eco-

hopes to collaborate with innovators to standardize

friendly clothing, teach free business design

STEAM methodologies across industries, expanding

courses and work with artists in the region,

the business’ focus into art-led organizational

providing them access to design houses

processes, and working to elevate love as the new

across the globe, with hopes to boost the

disruptive force in the marketplace.

economy and empower the people of Haiti.”
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CATALYST: CASE STUDY
United States

EXAMINING HOW TO
BUILD AGENCY FOR
YOUTH AGING OUT
OF THE FOSTER CARE
SYSTEM

86,894
16-21 year olds in care

Source: National Kids Count (Annie E. Casey Foundation)
DISCOVER

/

DEFINE

/

| May Chaivanon, Bhumi Doshi
Alexandra Felsenstein, Vida Habibi

LOCATION:

FOCUS:

United States
Pilot Phase
New York State

Social Services
Technology
Enabled Service
Design

PRIMARY
USERS:

TYPE OF
PARTNER(S):

LAUNCH
COST:

Foster Youth
Experts
Volunteers

Private foundations
and government
organizations

$800,000

DATE:
Late Q4 2018
Early Q1 2019

I. DISCOVER: What?
PROBLEM STATEMENT, ENTREPRENEURIAL OPPORTUNITY:
The United States foster care system is currently under-resourced in supporting and
equipping youth aging out of the system as they transition into adulthood.
STRATEGIC DESIGN RELEVANCE
This project uses a strategic design approach to strengthen the
triple bottom line philosophy (TBLD+C) around foster care.
PEOPLE = supporting youth aging out of care
PROFIT = adding value by decreasing the social cost by
investing in this population
PLANET = elevating generativity and inclusivity
DESIGN & CULTURE =
activating a culture and community of care for
foster youth
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The project aims to contribute to and positively impact
the UN SDGs, specifically in eradicating poverty, providing
populations with quality education, and creating decent work
and economic growth for all.
RESEARCH QUESTION
Using strategic design, how can we create a resource to build
a sense of agency for youth aging out of care in order to
support their transition to independence?

DESIG

66,105

METHODOLOGY
The “4D” framework structured and supported four stages of
research, application, reflection and identification of key learnings
to further the development of the project.

in transition
(16-20 year olds)

+

The methodologies consisted of primary and secondary research, including
interviews with foster youth and experts in the field, data sourced from scholarly
reports, focus group reports, forums and market research to gain a thorough analysis
of the foster care system landscape.

20,789
emancipated
(21 years old)

/

DELIVER

SECONDARY RESEARCH FINDINGS
Annually, taxpayers and communities are tasked with paying upwards of $300,000
in social costs – including public assistance and lost wages – for each individual
over that person’s lifetime . The culmination of their sunken potential for economic
contribution to society and their need for public assistance is represented by the
sizable figures in the diagram below. It is clear that the case for investing in this
demographic is a powerful one.

14

SWOT ANALYSIS

Strengths
1. A few organizations solidly focus on this issue
2. Specialized organizations focus on assistance in speciﬁc areas
3. Length of stay in foster care can be extended if youth can’t ﬁnd housing

Weaknesses
1.
2.
3.
4.
Source: Jim Casey Youth Opportunities Initiative, 2013

ESIGN

II. DEFINE: So What?

Weak community relationships and support after discharge
Lack of strong partnerships for community advocacy
Scarce funding
Many materials are not current and technologically outdated

Opportunities
1.
2.
3.
4.

Need for more stable, trustworthy and supportive relationships
Need for easier access to more up-to-date information
Need for simplifying the overwhelming experience of aging out
Need for improving current statistics around college graduation,
housing, employment and crime rates

Threats
1. Sensitivities around privacy and security
2. Changes in policies and laws could alter the need at any point
3. Lack of consistent, accurate or reliable data around this topic

CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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1.
2.
3.

CATALYST: CASE STUDY
DEFINE: So What? CONTINUED

AUDIENCE DEFINITION
This inquiry evolved from analyzing the systemic issues affecting
children within the foster care system as a whole, to narrowing
its focus on the end of the foster care journey with a targeted
actionable group — youth aging out between the ages of 16-20
(youth currently in transition and starting to think about aging out),
as well as youth 21 and above who have already aged out.
In some states, aging out occurs at 18, while in others it is 21. At
those ages, youth lose access to the resources and services that
were once provided to them, such as health insurance, monetary
stipends, housing, and case worker guidance. At the age of
21, foster youth are drastically less prepared (emotionally and
practically) for their transition to adulthood than their non-foster
care peers. Yet both are alike in sharing similar hopes, dreams,
and fears. The following facts compare foster youth to their
general population peers:

PRIMARY RESEARCH FINDINGS
The primary research revealed an imminent need to further
support and equip youth at the end of their Foster Care
journey with information, tools, and the capacity to exercise
control over and implement positive actions on their lives in
the following ways.
Uninformed
Youth at this transitioning stage in their lives consistently
express feelings of being overwhelmed with all they
have to learn and make decisions on . This need for
information is ongoing, frequent, and is often hard for each
youth’s caseworker to properly support due to being both
overworked and underpaid.
Disengaged
A 2015 study found that foster youth who are aging out
often lack confidence, self-esteem, and the belief in their
own ability to succeed. Without these things, they exhibit
behavior known as “learned helplessness” which is a lack of
self-efficacy, motivation, and the belief that they can affect
future events.
Disconnected
Often, youth experience the aging out process on their
own, with no stable or trusted network of resources to turn
to in order to ask questions, seek assistance, or simply
not feel completely alone. A support network and positive
community influence greatly contribute to their success or
failure as they age out. They need to hold on to social ties
from their past and “work on positive relationships that can
help them emotionally and support them in reaching their
future goals ”.
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III. DESIGN: What Works?
A Responsive Platform Design that leverages the way modern content is consumed.

DESIGN CRITERIA
The following five design criteria emerged out of primary and secondary research:
1. Easy to Understand replace the overwhelmingly detailed
resources currently available online
2. Accessible ease access to resources for all topics of
interest situated on one platform;
3. Trusted vet and curate list of tools and resources to
help build a secure and supportive community for foster
youth transition

4. Current update regularly to ensure current laws and
regulations, as well as programs and initiatives remain
relevant
5. Inclusive of Youth Voice & Contribution provide the target
demographic with a resource that is largely infused with the
perspective and advice from fellow foster youth.

“There really aren’t many resources available. I just
ask Google everything. There’s not enough help at all.”

“Wow, this is incredible. I have worked for one of the biggest
foster agencies for ﬁve years and I have never seen anything
like it. There is such a need for something like this.” – EXPERT

- YOUTH, 19

PROTOTYPING & TESTING
Using the identified design criteria, the team designed
a prototype for a web and mobile platform that offers
resources with a unique combination of information,
community support, and service guidance.
The platform was organized around six key content
areas in which youth require most support: Housing;
Career & Jobs; Budgeting and Finances; Education;
Health & Mental Health; and Legal, as well as the need
for non-invasive emotional support, seen in the form of
peer-to-peer conversation, community engagement, and
community building.
In the preliminary beta testing phase, the team created
wireframes using the InVision prototyping tool, where
users were able to click through the platform as if it were
a real, functional website. It was tested multiple times
with experts as well as foster youth.

FEEDBACK
Several rounds of prototyping and testing helped to validate the
need for a platform’s functionality and purpose. Stakeholder
feedback resulted in both structural and visual redesigns,
including adding more photos of foster youth and offering a
“Quick Start” page for those who aren’t sure where to start their
search. All test subjects:
• Declared need for a website like this
• Were unaware of a similar existing website or service
• Confirmed access to computers and smartphones
• Confirmed need for peer mentorship, support,
and guidance
• Were fully confident in the probability of using the platform
• Offered overwhelming support and approval of the platform

CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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DESIGN: What Works? CONTINUED
FINAL DESIGN

The ﬁnal platform design leverages the way modern content is consumed. In the
prototype, there are two main parts - the information and resources section and
the community forums section, together providing a first-of-its-kind aggregated
resource for youth aging out of foster care.

2

1
3

5
4
1 Overall Site Key Features:
• Organized by six key content categories:
Housing, Employment & Jobs, Money &
Expenses, Health & Mental Health, Education,
and Legal
• Current: News feed with important updates,
featured interviews and inspirational stories
• Accessible: All-encompassing hub of
information, support, and guidance
2 Information & Resources
• Easy to Understand: Quick Start page,
organized, video tutorials, and easily-digestible
content
• Youth Contribution: Ratings and reviews of
organizations based on past youth experiences
working with that organization
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3 + 4 Forums
• Trusted and Incorporates Youth Contribution:
Community-moderated peer-to-peer and
expert-to-peer discussions and advice on
topics related to their aging out experience,
offers a range of guidance and support
• Experts contribute to forums they are
knowledgeable in (i.e. career counselors on
resumes or job applications)
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5 Mobile
• Accessible: Mobile platform allows for quick,
on-the-go contribution and interaction
• Personalized: Custom email communication
aligned to user preference and needs

IV. DELIVER: Now What?
Quick Stats

ROLL-OUT & DISTRIBUTION
The full list of features will be launched in three phases over four years.
The phased approach allows for new features to be rolled out as the
platform grows, as well as geographic expansion to the entire United
States foster care population after its initial launch in New York City.
In order to spread the word about this platform, the team will rely heavily
on word of mouth and referrals from partners in the foster care community,
such as case workers, organizations, and foster youth themselves.
Additionally, SEO will play a big part in driving traffic to the website along
traditional creative marketing techniques.
KEY OUTCOMES
The main outcome of this platform is to build a sense of agency for youth
transitioning out of foster care by keeping them informed, engaged, and
connected to a supportive community at this crucial time in their lives. It
hopes to remove burdens, so they have the same opportunities as their
parented-peers and are enabled to thrive.

Anticipated Audience Reach

5,740

youths in this age group in New York City (Phase
1)

86,000

youths between the ages of 16 to 21
in the U.S.

Anticipated Revenue
Sources of revenue on the website will include:

20%

Featured
advertising

30%

Sponsored partner
content (promoted
placement and
branded videos)

50%

Donations

“I would give this to every single youth
that I work with and I know every one
of my coworkers would as well.”
– EXPERT

Informed

Engaged

The platform provides a
trusted, curated source
of information from
hundreds of sources
in one central location.
Information will not
be overwhelming or
outdated in its delivery
format and will offer the
ideal tools for informed
decision-making, fewer
errors, and self-agency
as they transition to
independence.

The forum feature offers
youth the ability to engage
with, assist with, and be
involved with the rest of
the aging out foster youth
community. This will, in
turn, improve the youth’s
perception of their own
abilities to affect their future
as well as that of others
around them who are in
similar situations. Additionally,
through the informational
section of the platform,
users will be involved in their
own decision-making with
a focus on opportunities
rather than barriers to build
a sense of engagement and
empowerment.

Connected to a Supportive
Community
By connecting youth to a
community that understands
and supports them, youth
will benefit from the
interconnectedness often
lacking from their foster
care experience up to this
point. This platform will also
enable case workers, and
the foster care system as a
whole, to assist these youths
more efficiently, thoroughly,
and seamlessly through their
emancipation process.

KEY PARTNERS
Social Workers/Case Workers
Foster parents
Hospitals & Clinics
Foster Care Agencies
(Local and Governmental)
Foster Youth Organizations
Schools and Universities
PRIOR TO LAUNCH
The project is currently seeking
funding support from foundations and
organizations that are engaged in issues
of youth aging out of foster care system,
or the general empowerment of children.

CONTACT THE TEAM
Interested in learning more?
Email Capstone2018@googlegroups.com

Resources: Jim Casey Youth Opportunities Initiative (2013); Aging out of Foster Care in America. Retrieved on March 9, 2017 from | Gomez, R., Ryan, T., Norton, C., Jones, C. and Galán-Cisneros, P. (2015). Perceptions of Learned
Helplessness Among Emerging Adults Aging Out of Foster Care. | Springer Science + Business Media New York, 32(6), pp.507-516. | National Kids Count (March, 2017) Children in foster care by age group. Retrieved on 10 December,
2017 | Rebbe, R., Nurius, P., Ahrens, K. and Courtney, M. (2016). Adverse childhood experiences among youth aging out of foster care: A latent class analysis. Children and Youth Services Review, [online] 74, pp.108-116. Available at:
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/childyouth. | Sulimani-Aidan, Y. (2017). Barriers and resources in transition to adulthood among at-risk young adults. Children and Youth Services Review, [online] 77, pp.147-152.
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カタリストとともに視野を広げよう：
Explore with Catalyst:

次のテーマは、意義を見つけること。
そしてその意義を見つめ直すことです。
Our next theme is "Making and Shaping Meaning."
Our kick-off exploration is already underway with our learning partner, Osaka Institute
of Technology. We invited them to explore with us and share their thinking on the
Japanese concept and practice of Ikigai-the art of making meaning, finding purpose.
We will begin our journey navigating Ikigai, but our learning will continue as we explore
art, VR, AI, IOT and the many dimensions of the very human meaning-making function.
We invite you to share your thoughts on how creative enterprise leaders
are shaping meaningful experiences and exchanges.

LEADING
AS IF
LIFE
MAT TERS
CATALYSTREVIEW.NET
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